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Abstract
The traffic scene is a highly complex and challenging environment to perform
real-time object detection and classification in. Different lighting conditions,
precipitation and the road users large intra-class variabilities caused by variations
in scale, rotation, texture and occlusion has made it difficult to create systems
that can successfully perform pedestrian detection. As a result, the classifiers
that exist today are mostly binary classifiers concerned with separating one class
of road user from the background.
There is however a large number of different pedestrians with different char-
acteristics and capabilities. Detecting and separating these from each other is
necessary in order to adjust the traffic lights signalling to appropriately serve the
road users present. User-orientation can help with optimizing the traffic flow as
well as increasing safety.
In this thesis, a qualitative evaluation has been done in order to identify the most
important pedestrian categories, and the identified categories have been selected
as labels in a multi-label classification problem.
A stereo camera, suitable for real world applications, has been used when con-
ducting a series of experiments to evaluate visual methods based on Histograms
of Oriented Gradient and Support Vector Machines, as well as methods based on
low-level spatial and temporal features, such as velocity and size. The result is
a proposed architecture of a system based on an ensemble of binary classifiers.
The system can perform multi-label classification and reason about pedestrians
intention to cross the road.
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Sammendrag
Trafikkdomenet er et svært komplisert og utfordrende miljø a˚ utføre sanntids
objektgjenkjenning og klassifikasjon i. Varierende lysforhold, nedbør og store
intra-klasse variasjoner hos trafikantene, for˚arsaket av variasjoner i størrelse, ro-
tasjon, tekstur og okklusjon has gjort det vanskelig a˚ lage et system som kan
utføre klassifikasjonen. Som et resultat er klassifikasjonsalgoritmene som eksis-
terer i dag hovedsakelig binære klassifikasjonsalgoritmer som fokuserer p˚a a˚ skille
en enkelt klasse fra bakgrunnen.
Derimot eksisterer det et stort antall forskjellige fotgjengere med forskjellige
karakteristikker og ferdigheter. A˚ oppdage og skille disse fra hverandre er nødvendig
for a˚ kunne justere signalreguleringen slik at disse brukerne kan bli tjent p˚a best
mulig m˚ate. Brukerorientering kan hjelpe med a˚ optimisere trafikkflyten i tillegg
til a˚ øke sikkerheten.
I denne oppgaven har en kvalitativ evaluering blitt utført for a˚ identifisere de
viktigste fotgjengerkategoriene og disse har s˚a blitt valgt som etiketter i et multi-
etikett klassifikasjonsproblem.
Et stereokamera, egnet for bruk i felten, har blitt brukt i gjennomføringen av
en serie av eksperimenter beregnet p˚a a˚ evaluere visuelle metoder basert p˚a his-
togrammer av orienterte gradienter og support vektor maskiner, samt metoder
basert p˚a lavniv˚a romlige og temporære egenskaper som hastighet og størrelse.
Resultatet er en foresl˚att arkitektur til et system basert p˚a en ensemble av
binære klassifikasjonsalgoritmer. Systemet kan utføre multi-etikett klassifikasjon
og resonere rundt en fotgjengers intensjon om a˚ krysse vegen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the following sections an introduction to the background and motivation for
this project is described. The goals and research questions that lay the foundation
for the work are defined, and a description of the research method used while
working on this project is given.
1.1 Background and Motivation
The traffic lights that are in widespread use today do not do much intricate
reasoning when deciding when to change the lights for the various road users
waiting in different lanes. The signal regulated pedestrian crossings are designed
in such a way that the various road users can safely proceed without encountering
any conflicting traffic when they get a green signal. How long the signal stays
green in one lane and red in another is most often determined by simple timing
that is calculated when the crossing is designed.
Even though today’s methods are robust and work well when the traffic load
is distributed evenly across the lanes in the intersection, the systems are very
inefficient because they are unable to handle various simple situations that arise
throughout the day.
For example, a pedestrian might push the button indicating that he or she wants
to cross the road. If the pedestrian decides to jaywalk, the light will still change
to green after a short time, giving the conflicting lanes a red light. There is no
1
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way for the traffic light to change it’s mind since it lacks the capability to detect
that the pedestrian is gone and that there are other road users waiting.
In a previous master’s project Kheradmandi and Strom [2012] investigated the
possibility of improving today’s signal controlled pedestrian crossings by using
methods from the field of artificial intelligence and particularly the use of Case-
based Reasoning (CBR). They created an experimental system that uses infor-
mation about the pedestrians and vehicles in the vicinity of the crossing to decide
how to control the traffic lights in real-time. Various descriptive features related
to the vehicles and pedestrians approaching the intersection were used to build
the case structure for the CBR system.
We know that there are many different pedestrians with different characteristics
and capabilities. Identifying these pedestrian categories, as well as learning more
about the environment that the traffic lights reside in, is necessary in order to
develop a system that can handle the classification.
Kheradmandi and Strom’s system did not have this capability so most of the fea-
tures are either hard coded into the system or partially detected using a prototype
sensor that is not suitable for real world application.
The main motivation behind this thesis is therefore to outline the architecture of
an experimental system that can perform detection and classification of pedes-
trians as well as reasoning about the pedestrians intention to cross the road.
This involves identifying a sensor that is suitable for real world application and
evaluating methods for detection, feature extraction and classification by review-
ing existing work in the field and performing a series of experiments.
1.2 Goals and Research Questions
In this section, the goals and research questions of the project are described. The
goals have been the driving force behind the work throughout the project period.
Goal 1 Having obtained a defined overview of what users of signal controlled
intersections exists and what separates them when it comes to special needs
and properties.
Perform two interviews with professionals from the civil engineering and trans-
portation field in order to identify what kind of pedestrians use the signal con-
trolled pedestrian crossings. Investigate what separates these users when it comes
to special needs and properties.
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Goal 2 Having identified to what extent it is possible to recognize pedestrians
in the vicinity of a signal controlled pedestrian crossing and classify them
into types.
Do a structured literature review of the existing research in the field. Investigate
what methods and technologies exists for detecting pedestrians in traffic and
classify these into types. Investigate whether or not there exists a more suitable
sensor that can replace the Kinect sensor used in the CBR system. Do a study
in Computer Vision in order to find the suitable tools for detecting pedestrians
and capturing and extracting the features required for classification. Do a study
in machine learning and classification in order to find the suitable methods for
classifying the pedestrians based on the features extracted.
Goal 3 An outlined architecture of an experimental system that can detect
pedestrians, extract the variables used by the CBR system and at the same
time classify the pedestrians into types.
Research question 1 What users of signal regulated pedestrian crossings exists
and what separates them?
Evaluate the information collected in the interviews and from literature in the
field in order to figure out what pedestrian categories to study.
Research question 2 What sensors can be used for detecting pedestrians in
the vicinity of the signal regulated crossing?
Investigate if there exist a sensor that is more suitable for application in an
outdoor traffic scene than the Kinect sensor.
Research question 3 What method for feature extraction can be utilized in
order to obtain the information needed in the classification process?
Investigate what feature extraction method exists in the Computer Vision theory
that is suited for this particular application.
Research question 4 What classification algorithm is suitable for classifying
pedestrians into types?
Identify which classification algorithm is suited for classifying pedestrians into
types based on what method of feature extraction were identified in Goal 2.
1.3 Research Method
In this thesis a combination of design/experiment and model/abstraction has
been utilized. The work done in this project can be divided into several stages.
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These are described below.
Problem overview In the preliminary stage of the project the assignment was
investigated. I had regular meetings with my co-supervisor in order to de-
fine the problem area and decide what was to be included or not. This led
to a problem description that provided the foundation of the work through-
out the project. After I had begun my work on the structured literature
review and had a more informed idea of what was needed in order to fulfil
the goals of the project, a rough time budget was set up. The time budget
was revised several times during the project period as additional activities
were needed and some of the activities took longer than initially planed.
Semi-structured interviews As a way of acquiring knowledge about the traffic
domain and signal controlled pedestrian crossings as well as various groups
of pedestrians, two semi-structured interviews with experts in the field were
performed.
Structured literature review After the assignment and problem description
were designed, the following phase were to conduct a structured literature
review. In the review, similar problems, existing works and projects where
researched. First some research questions were formulated and then a sys-
tematic search were performed in several stages. In each stage the keywords
included in the search were refined to create queries that could be used to
effectively go through the databases in order to locate the most relevant
articles. Each article had to satisfy a set of selection criteria in order to be
selected for further study.
Component research and evaluation In order to learn more about classifica-
tion and object recognition in sensor data, several methods and algorithms
from computer vision and machine learning theory were studied. Talks
with professionals with knowledge in the fields and reading a lot of mate-
rial from sources including textbooks and academic articles provided me
with an increasingly deeper understanding of the respective fields.
Architecture After having studied existing attempts at solving similar tasks to
this assignment, an understanding of the status quo were established. This
lead to a proposed architecture of a system that could contribute to solving
this particular task.
Experimental implementations Using OpenCV , a library with partial and
full implementations of various image processing, computer vision and ma-
chine learning algorithms, some proposed techniques were tried out. I had
the opportunity to experiment with both the Kinect sensor from Microsoft
and a Bumblebee2 stereo camera that was acquired from Point Grey Re-
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search Inc. during the project period. As part of the experiments conducted
a novel wheelchair detector was created based on the existing HOG/SVM
detector of Dalal and Triggs.
Thesis writing Throughout the various stages of the project notes were made
about the results of the research. Parts of the thesis report were written
as the project were worked on and gradually more effort in finishing the
report were laid down towards the end of the project period. In the report
the work that has been done is structured and documented together with
theory and background.
Meetings I had regular contact with my co-supervisor Anders Kofod-Petersen
throughout the project period. He helped me define the assignment in the
beginning of the project period. He also provided me with feedback on the
work that was being done in the various stages of the project. The meetings
were mostly structured in such a way that I gave a short introduction of
what I had been doing since the last meeting and then he commented on
the work and the road ahead.
1.4 Contributions
The work in this project has contributed with a better understanding of what
categories of pedestrians use the signal controlled pedestrian crossings, and what
separates these when it comes to behaviour, walking speed, and safety. In addi-
tion, the existing methods for detecting and classifying the identified pedestrian
categories in traffic have been evaluated. This has resulted in an architecture
of an experimental system that show how pedestrians can be detected, tracked
and reasoned about in order to infer their intention to cross the street or not.
In addition, the system can perform multi-label classification by using an en-
semble of weak binary classifiers based on both visual- and simpler spatial and
temporal features. These weak classifiers have been identified through review of
existing methods as well as through conducting a series of experiments. One out-
come of the experiments is a new wheelchair classifier based on Dalal and Triggs
HOG/SVM classifier. A second outcome is a calculation of the probability of
being a certain age given an observed height. This calculation can be used to
infer the age of a detected pedestrian. The system can, through further work and
implementations, support the CBR system created by Kheradmandi and Strom
[2012] and is a large step towards realizing the intelligent traffic light system as
well as multi-label classification in traffic scenes.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 Introduces the problem domain, goals and research questions.
Chapter 2 This chapter describes the motivation behind the work on this project.
It introduces the background knowledge required to understand the work
that has been done and presents a review of some of the existing work in
the field.
Chapter 3 Here the results of the work that has been done in order to meet the
goals and research questions are described.
Chapter 4 Provides an evaluation and discussion of the results of the work done





In this section, the background theory needed in order to understand the different
methods and techniques discussed in the report, is given. Some of the material
presented here may be well known for the reader. You may therefore choose to
use this as a reference chapter if something should be unclear as you go forward.
2.1.1 Today’s Traffic Lights
The following is a description of how the traffic lights that are in widespread use
today are designed. In the following sections some key terminology is introduced
in order to give a short introduction into the field of road and civil engineering.
Stage division
In order to serve all road users in a signal regulated crossing a stage plan is used.
The stage plan is a design that says which groups should see the green light at
the same time. A circulation should have as few stages as possible in order to
increase the capacity of the intersection and the stage plan should prioritize the
security of the pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists. The stage plan is a product
7
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of the combination of lanes in the intersection and what primary and secondary
conflicts that are handled simultaneously. A primary conflict is a conflict between
crossing streams of traffic that can not be handled in the same stage. A secondary
conflict is a conflict between crossing streams of traffic that can be handled in
the same stage and various conditions decide which of these are handled in the
same stage.
Timing
In order to achieve the best cycle time for all the groups of traffic in the intersec-
tion, timing is crucial. Too long cycle time will give low efficiency and capacity
and time will go to waste. A side effect of too long cycle time is increased jay-
walking and driving on red light. Too short cycle time increases the chance
that vehicles from other conflicting groups are present in the lane when the light
changes. A signal plan is the combination of the various phases the light signals
can attain. This includes how long time the lights should be amber, green and
so forth.
The various phases in the signalling is defined as:
Intergreen time Amber time and possibly flashing green for pedestrians, red
time and possibly red and amber time.
Amber time Defined based on speed of approaching vehicles.
Red/Amber time One second of red and amber light.
Safety time The time from one group changes to red until a conflicting group
changes to green. Should not allow conflicts between groups. The number
is rounded upwards to the closest 0.5 seconds.
Clearance time The estimated time that a vehicle, bicycle or pedestrian need
in order to pass the intersection. This varies according to discharge length
and speed limit.
Entering time The estimated time that a vehicle, bicycle or pedestrian uses
from the stop line to the start of the crossing lane. This varies according
to entering length and speed limit.
Flashing green man The time in which the green man light should be flashing.
Varies according to the clearance time.
Green light How long the light is set to green for a group. Varies according
to the type of signalling system. Minimum amount of green time for the
pedestrians are half the clearance time plus two seconds. If a significant
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Figure 2.1: Full red time, safety time, intergreen time at different signal group
configurations (Adapted from Statens vegvesen [2012]).
amount of elderly, children or disabled pedestrians or a large total amount
of pedestrians are believed to use the intersection, then the amount of green
time should be chosen with caution.
Cycle time The total amount of time for all the signal phases.
Flashing amber light If there is an error in the signalling system, very low
traffic flow or in the case of manual control, flashing amber lights may be
used. In rare cases, the lights may be switched off.
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Control philosophy
There are various philosophies for controlling traffic signal systems. These are
the most common.
Timing Systems controlled directly by timing use one fixed phase plan and uses
alternative signal plans at different hours and days of the week.
Traffic Signalling systems can also be fully or in part controlled by traffic. The
traffic is then detected by sensors. The degree in which the signalling system
is controlled by traffic varies and is dependent on the number of streams of
traffic that are detected. Traffic controlled signalling systems are therefore
defined as systems with varying circulation time.
Coordination Multiple signalling systems can also be linked together so that
neighbouring intersections are coordinated. A lane with a lot of traffic can
for example have its signals coordinated over multiple intersections to create
a green wave.
Area optimization An even further step is optimizing a whole area. The sys-
tem creates prognoses over what flow of traffic the system will handle the
next minutes and optimizes the signalling based on the prognosis.
Manual In case of emergencies or other special events, signalling systems can
also be manually controlled.
2.1.2 Intelligent Traffic Lights and Case Based Reasoning
Kheradmandi and Strom [2012] researched the possibility of using methods from
artificial intelligence in order to control traffic lights. They came up with a system
that uses Case-based Reasoning (CBR) to adapt the control of the signalling to
the flow of the traffic and what road users are present in the crossing. CBR is a
method that is capable of solving new problems based on the solutions of similar
past problems. It can, in other words, learn how to handle different situations.
After retrieving features and information about the current problem, a case is
created based on the value of the features extracted. Then a similar case is
retrieved from memory. The retrieved case has a proposed solution attached to
it since it has already been solved in the past. The retrieved case is then mapped
to the target situation and the solution is tested. When the solution has been
tested and the result is clear, the new case can be revised in order to adjust the
old solution to fit the new problem. The new case is then stored in memory for
future use. This circle of reasoning gives the system the ability to learn from past
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experiences and become gradually better at solving new problems as they arises
[Aamodt and Plaza, 1994].
Figure 2.2: The CBR cycle (adapted from Aamodt and Plaza [1994])
Kheradmandi and Strom created an experimental system that uses this technique
in order to control the traffic flow. The part of the system that handles the
reasoning based on CBR are roughly based on an architecture where features first
are extracted in real-time from sensors. They receive simulated traffic flow from
a simulator allocated by the NPRA to retrieve information about the vehicles
coming towards the crossing. In order to perceive the pedestrians in the vicinity
of the crossing they use a system developed by Solem [2011]. Solem developed
a system that uses a Kinect sensor in order to extract features according to a
model of human behaviour and intentions. It then uses a decision tree, which
is a rule-based reasoning algorithm, in order to reason about the detected users
intention. It is based on Kofod-Petersen et al. [2009] outline on how semiotics
can help us understand behaviour and how such an approach may be put to use
in modelling intention. Solem used this system to control an intelligent sliding
door that only open if the person present actually is going through the door.
The same system was adopted by Kheradmandi and Strom to be able to replace
the pedestrian push button that is common on many traffic lights. The system is
able to detect pedestrians in the vicinity and reason about their intention to cross
the road or not. The system is also able to extract information about how many
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people are waiting in front of the crossing or how fast they are approaching.
The features related to the traffic flow and the pedestrians were used to create a
case structure. Initial cases were designed together with experts in the relevant
domains. Similarity functions for comparing features in the query cases were
determined based on the information from the experts at the NPRA. Global
similarity for comparing two cases were calculated based on the weighted sum of
all the features and the weights were learned by an evolutionary algorithm that
found the optimal solution for comparing the cases.
The case structure that is used in the system can be seen in Table 2.1. One of
the cases that Kheradmandi and Strom experiment with is pedestrian type. The
types they have chosen to experiment with are ”SlowGroup”, ”Slow”, ”Normal”
and ”Fast”. It is obvious that they are thinking about the speed of the pedestrian
or group of pedestrians that are crossing the road. They also mention in the future
work section of their thesis that the system probably could benefit from being able
to collect more information about the pedestrians. This information could aid
the CBR system in reasoning about situation were the system needs to propose
a transition time for the pedestrians to cross. They discuss the possibility that
some pedestrians walk slower than others or have other properties that should
be taken care of by the system.
Table 2.1: Case structure (Adapted from Kheradmandi and Strom [2012])
Feature Positive values
Traffic flow Low, Normal, High
Vehicle detected True, False
Speed of detected vehicle null, Slow, Normal, Fast
Number of positive intentions Few, Normal, High
Time waited Short, Medium, Long
Type of pedestrian SlowGroup, Slow, Normal, Fast
Proposed transition time (solution) null, ExtraExtraTime, ExtraTime,
Normal, LessTime, LessLessTime
They also discuss the difficulties of the Kinect sensor used in the system. The
intention based system created by Solem had an accuracy of 86% which is too
low to be usable in the real world. The sensor is also designed to be used in a
restrained indoor setting and only detect people that have an average appearance.
This means that it is not suited to detect people carrying objects like for example
umbrellas or pushing baby strollers.
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2.1.3 Histogram of Oriented Gradients
One method for feature extraction that has been successfully applied to object
recognition and in particular pedestrian recognition is the Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) . It can describe local object appearance and shape by eval-
uating normalized local histograms of image gradient orientations. It was first
introduced in 2005 by Dalal and Triggs [2005] and has received a lot of intention
from researchers since then due to its promising results on object recognition and
especially detecting pedestrians. A lot of variations exist but the basis of the
method is described below.
First the centered and horizontal gradients are computed with no smoothing.
Then the gradient orientation and magnitude is computed. If it is a color image,
the color channel with the highest gradient magnitude is chosen for each pixel.
The image is then divided into small spatial regions or ”cells”. Then the image is
further divided into larger regions or ”blocks” that consists of a number of cells.
The blocks are generated with overlap so the a cell can belong to more than one
block. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Extracting features from an image.
Using the gradient magnitude a vote is performed in each cell to quantize the
gradient orientation into bins and construct histograms. By doing this we recover
the contrast information in the area since the gradient is compared to other
gradients in the same cell. This normalizes with respect to the nearby gradients
instead of the whole neighbourhood and the result is that the HOG method gets
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Figure 2.4: The steps taken by the HOG algorithm (Adapted from Dalal and
Triggs [2005]).
better at picking outline curves out of confusing background.
After the histograms have been computed for the cells they are concatenated
to create a feature vector that can be used to represent the image. The whole
process is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
2.1.4 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been in widespread use for object recogni-
tion and other classification and regression tasks. The method was first presented
by Boser et al. [1992] and has been further refined in the recent years.
It is a method for supervised learning that takes a set of input data and fits a
linear or a high dimensional vector to the data in order to find the largest possible
margin separating instances from two classes. This makes it a non-probabilistic
binary classifier.
The motivation for this is to be able to decide which class a new observation of a
data point made up by a multi-dimensional vector will be in. This can be done by
constructing one or more hyperplanes in a high or infinite dimensional space. By
trying to find the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training
points of any class, the method seeks to find the best separation between the
classes.
If the new data point is a p-dimensional vector and we can separate between two
classes using a (p-1)-dimensional hyperplane, the classifier is linear. In Figure 2.5
it is illustrated how there may be multiple possible hyperplanes that can separate
the classes. Figure 2.6 shows how some training examples are used as support
vectors in order to find the optimal separating hyperplane and the largest possible
margin.
If the training examples can not be linearly separated, it is possible to use a
kernel trick in order to transform the non-linear classifier into a classifier that
can work with a higher dimensional feature space. This is not further discussed
here as it is not used in the work in this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Multiple training examples with many possible separating hyper-
planes.
Figure 2.6: Training examples in SVM separated with the optimal hyperplane.
The maximum margin separates the instances.
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2.1.5 Hough Transform
Duda and Hart [1972] introduced a method for detecting distinct classes of shapes
in 1972. This method, which is called the Hough transform, can detect shapes
by performing voting in a parameter space. For example if one wants to detect
straight lines in an image, one can first apply an edge detector in order to find
image pixels in regions of the image where the brightness changes sharply or has
discontinuities. This will accentuate parts of the image where there are distinct
shapes. Then the Hough transform can be used in order to find instances of lines
in the image. A line can be represented by the equation y = mx+ b
In theory a line can be represented by looping over all the lines formed by all n
points in the image. This will on the other hand result in computations propor-
tional to n2.
Lines can, on the other hand, be represented by polar coordinates. By defining
ρ as the distance from origo to the line and θ as the angle between the x-axis
and ρ the polar coordinate can be written as (ρ, θ). The coordinates lay in a two
dimensional plane that is often called the Hough space. The pair (ρ, θ) can be
used to represent all possible lines in the image. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Figure showing how a line can be represented using (ρ, θ).
By using the polar coordinates, a general line can be written as ρ = x ∗ cos θ +
y ∗ sin θ.
If multiple points in the image lay in the same line, we can find a set of lines
that fit them by calculating the corresponding sinusoidal curves for the points in
the planes Hough space. Two points in the space belong to the same point in
the image if the sinusoidal curves intersects. The point where the curves overlap
corresponds to the line in the original plane.
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The same method can be used to find circles and ellipses in images.
2.1.6 Haar-like Features and AdaBoost
Viola and Jones [2001] proposed an algorithm for quick extraction of simple
features from images in 2001. The algorithm first divides the image into small
spatial rectangular regions or ”cells” and then summarizes the pixel intensities
in each cell. Then the difference between each sum of the regions are calculated
and used to categorize the section of the image. The features used by Viola and
Jones are illustrated in Figure 2.8. They can be calculated using a summed area
table or a technique that is often called ”integral image”. Integral image is a data
structure and algorithm for generating the sum of values in a rectangular subset
of a grid [Crow, 1984]. This method is very fast and efficient, and widely used in
computer vision and statistics.
Figure 2.8: Haar-like features.
AdaBoost or Adaptive Boosting is a meta machine learning algorithm that can
improve other learning algorithms by using a sequence of classifiers that are
trained and adjusted to favour those instances that were misclassified by previous
classifiers [Freund and Schapire, 1995]. Viola and Jones’s proposed method uses
a variant of AdaBoost where multiple strong classifiers are trained and arranged
in a cascade ordered after complexity. The reason why this approach was chosen
was to save time for processing so that the algorithm can work fast enough for
real-time applications.
As shown in Figure 2.9 the algorithm performs classification on a sub window
by performing prediction with a series of classifier. If the first classifier returns a
false prediction, the sub window will be rejected and predicted to not belonging
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Figure 2.9: Cascade architecture.
to the object that we are looking for. If the first classifier on the other hand
returns a positive prediction, the sub window will be further classified by a series
of other classifiers until the sub-window is either rejected or accepted as a positive
match. This tells us that the object we are looking for or part of the object is
located in this particular region.
2.2 Structured Literature Review Protocol
After the assignment had been fully defined, a literature review was conducted. In
the review I first tried to look at the possibility to recognize pedestrians, vehicles
and bicyclists in the context of a pedestrian crossing and classify them into various
classes. These classes could include children, adults, visually impaired, cyclists,
wheelchair users and so forth. It was also of interest to figure out what classes
need longer or shorter crossing time than the average pedestrian. Further I tried
to identify the major work that had previously been done on classification of
pedestrians into various classes.
This is a research area that is closely related to and overlapping pedestrian detec-
tion and tracking, human action and activity recognition, classification, machine
learning, image processing and computer vision. These are all large fields of re-
search that have received much attention from researchers especially as digital
imaging and video has become more and more efficient and ubiquitous. The
number of scientific articles and publications that have been produced in these
fields are immense.
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The reviews of the various research areas that have been identified in this review
divide the related work in various ways. The perspective vary between the studies
and it can be difficult to get a clear overview of the field of research. Only the
subset of the articles that met my inclusion criteria and passed my exclusion
criteria were therefore chosen for examination.
Scoring of the identified articles are given in Table B.1 in Appendix B. with
comments on the most relevant articles.
2.2.1 Search Procedure
In order to identify and gather articles and studies that contain information
about the classification of pedestrians into various classes, a systematic search
was performed.







Table 2.2: Main collection of search words
From these search words the following search query were constructed:
((”pedestrian” ) AND (”classification” OR ”recognition”) AND (”bicycle”
OR ”visual impaired” OR ”vehicle” OR ”wheelchair” OR ”blind”))






Table 2.3: Second collection of search words
From these search words the following search query were constructed:
((”pedestrian”) AND (”action” OR ”activity” OR ”gait” OR ”gesture” OR
”behaviour”) AND (”recognition” OR ”detection”))
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In addition some other combinations of these search words were used.
Search engines: The following search engines were used: Google Scholar, BIB-
SYS Ask.
Databases: The following databases were used: IEEE Xplore, Springer Link,
ACM Digital Library.
2.2.2 Selection Criteria
All articles that were identified went through a three stage process to weed out
the relevant articles. In order to be selected for further study, each article had to
satisfy the following criteria in the quality assessment:
Publication date: Published in year 1990 or later.
Include: Include the keywords that were used to search the database,
and discuss the relationship between the areas of study mentioned in the
keywords. These studies could include new developments in the respective
fields or reviews of existing knowledge in the respective fields.
Exclude: The articles that did not satisfy the inclusion- and quality criteria
were excluded from further review and analysis.
Inclusion criteria:
1. The study’s main concern is classification of pedestrians into various
classes like visual impaired, bicyclist, wheelchair user, etc.
2. The study describes a method of feature extraction that can be applied
to the problem of classifying pedestrians.
3. The study describes a method of classification that can be applied to
the problem of classifying pedestrians.
4. The study is a primary study representing empirical results.
5. The study is a review of the recent work in a field that covers work on
pedestrian classification into classes.
Quality criteria:
1. Is there a clear statement of the aim of the research?
2. Is the study put into context of other studies and research?
3. Are system or algorithmic design decisions justified?
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4. Is the test data set reproducible?
5. Is the study algorithm reproducible?
6. Is the experimental procedure thoroughly explained and reproducible?
7. Is it clearly stated in the study which other algorithms the study’s
algorithm(s) have been compared with?
8. Are the performance metrics used in the study explained and justified?
9. Are the test results thoroughly analysed?
10. Does the test evidence support the findings presented?
2.2.3 Results of the Search Procedure
After systematic search around 400 articles were located. Filtration of these
articles reduced the number to a total of 20. These articles were retained for
further study.
The articles discussed various topics related to pedestrian detection and classifi-
cation in traffic scenes, including reviews of existing knowledge in the field, and
ongoing research. No articles that were retained for further study failed to meet
a fundamental expectation of methodological soundness and relevance.
In a second round of refinement, six articles were identified as having the topic
of pedestrian detection and classification. Five articles were about wheelchair
recognition and another 5 were about bicycle detection. Three articles were
reviews of existing knowledge in the field, and ongoing research. Four articles
were about human activity, action or gesture recognition. These fields of research
are closely related and contain information about computer vision topics like
detection, segmentation, tracking and classification.
2.3 Motivation
2.3.1 Risk for Various Road User Groups
According to the report ”Global status report on road safety: time for action”
issued by the World Health Organization (WHO) of Violence et al. [2009] over
1,2 million people die each year on the worlds roads and another 20 to 50 million
suffer non-fatal injuries. Pedestrians, cyclists or users of motorcycles or mopeds
belong to a vulnerable group of road users. According to the report almost half
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of those who die in road traffic accidents around the world belong to this group
and in some low-income countries the percentage is as high as 80 %.
The Institute of Transport Economics (TØI) in Norway published a report in 2008
(TØI report 986/2008) Bjørnskau [2008] where they looked at the risk associated
with travelling in traffic in Norway. The report presents numbers on risk for
various road user groups and ages. They define risk as a statistical term consisting
of the product of probability and consequence of an undesirable event. In the
report the term risk is used to describe how probable it is that an accident, injury
or death occurs during a given activity.
Numbers showing how many road users have been killed or injured per million
person kilometre are presented in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. It is mentioned that it is
only through travel surveys that is is possible to get comparable numbers on risk
for road users like pedestrians and cyclists.
Table 2.4: Killed or injured per million person kilometre organized by traffic user
group. Source: TØI Report 986/2008
1985 1992 1998 2001 2005
Car drivers 0,19 0,19 0,19 0,18 0,15
Car passengers 0,19 0,17 0,16 0,14 0,13
Pedestrians 0,64 0,79 0,68 0,63 0,47
Cyclists (f+p) 1,43 1,22 1,23 1,08 0,82
Moped (f+p) 2,12 1,45 1,22 1,31 1,29
Lightweight motorcycle (f+p) 4,23 1,56 1,48 1,38 1,27
Heavy motorcycle (f + p) 4,20 1,69 1,33 0,91 0,61
Table 2.5: Killed per million person kilometre organized by traffic user group.
Three year average. Source: TØI Report 986/2008
1985 1992 1998 2001 2005
Car drivers 0,006 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,003
Car passengers 0,005 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,002
Pedestrians 0,032 0,044 0,028 0,032 0,017
Cyclists (f+p) 0,034 0,028 0,027 0,018 0,011
Moped (f+p) 0,043 0,025 0,024 0,015 0,011
Lightweight motorcycle (f+p) 0,076 0,026 0,032 0,056 0,034
Heavy motorcycle (f + p) 0,185 0,081 0,06 0,046 0,037
The numbers presented in the tables show that there is a difference in how much
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(a) Killed or injured per million person kilo-
metre divided by road user groups. Source:
TØI report 986/2008
(b) Killed per million person kilometre di-
vided by road user group. Source: TØI re-
port 986/2008
Figure 2.10: Pedestrians killed or injured. Numbers from TØI report 986/2008.
risk various groups of road users are exposed to. Of the road user groups presented
in Table 2.5 it is car drivers and passengers that are the least at risk of being
injured or killed in traffic. In 2005 people using heavy motorcycles experienced
around four times as high risk as car drivers and people using mopeds experienced
around eight times as high risk. Pedestrians experienced around three times as
much risk as car drivers and cyclists experienced around five times as much risk
as car drivers [Bjørnskau, 2008].
(a) Pedestrians killed or injured per mil-
lion person kilometre divided by sex (> 12
years) and age in 2005. Source: TØI report
986/2008.
(b) Pedestrians killed per milion person
kilometre divided by age in 2005. Source:
TØI report 986/2008.
Figure 2.11: Pedestrians killed or injured calculated based on person kilometres
traveled. Source: TØI report 986/2008.
The report also makes it clear that various age groups among pedestrians and
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Figure 2.12: Cyclists killed or injured per million person kilometre divided by
sex (> 12 years) and age in 2005. Source: TØI Report 986/2008.
cyclists experience different risk in traffic. It is youth between the ages of 13 and
24 and elderly over 75 years that experience the most risk of being injured or
killed as pedestrians in traffic. The numbers drop for middle-aged pedestrians.
Elderly women also have more risk of being injured or killed as pedestrians than
elderly men. It is the elderly cyclists that experience the most risk while the
number varies for the other age groups [Bjørnskau, 2008].
2.3.2 Theoretic Walking Speed
There is reason to believe that a lot of pedestrians either cross the street signifi-
cantly faster or significantly slower than the time set aside for the green light.
The clearing time noted in Handbook 048 from the NRPA for pedestrians in
ordinary signalling systems are estimated based on a theoretic walking speed of
1.2 meter per second. When using PUFFIN a speed of 2.0 meter per second is
used. PUFFIN is a type of pedestrian crossing in use in the United Kingdom.
The signal lights are mounted at the near road side instead of at the other side
of the road. The signals are easier to monitor simultaneously to passing traffic
and they are easier for visually impaired persons to spot. Various studies have
been done on walking speed in signal regulated crossings.
Kay Fitzpatrick [2006] takes a look at pedestrian walking speed in an article
from 2006. They note that the specific walking speed of 1.2 meters per second
was introduced to the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) ”Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways” (MUTCD) in 1961.
The sentence ”Normal walking speed is assumed to be 4ft/s” was used in the
MUTCD. Further they say that this walking speed was chosen based on research
done in the early 1950’s and that John LaPlante has noted that 1.2 meters per
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second is a ”normal” average speed and not a design or critical speed.
The study that Kay Fitzpatrick [2006] did was sponsored by The Transit Co-
operative Research Program (TCRP) and The National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) . They did field studies in 42 study sites in seven
states in USA combining data from nine different types of pedestrian crossing
treatments.
The pedestrians in the data set were divided into various age groups. The walking
speed of the pedestrians detected by age group are presented and also regrouped
to allow comparison with other studies. It is clear from the numbers presented in
the study that the walking speed for older pedestrians are lower than those for
younger people.
To determine whether the walking speeds by gender and age were statistically
different Kay Fitzpatrick [2006] performed an F test. An F-test is any statistical
test in which the test statistic has an F-distribution under the null hypothesis. It
is most often used when comparing statistical models that have been fitted to a
data set, in order to identify the model that best fits the population from which
the data were sampled [Wikimedia Foundation Inc., 2013]. The test showed that
the 15th percentile of the older pedestrians were statistically different than the
15th percentile of the younger pedestrians. The younger pedestrians had a 15th
percentile of 1.15 meters per second while the older had a 15th percentile of
0.92 meters per second. This can be categorized as a significant difference and
it is clear that there is a difference in the walking speed of younger and older
pedestrians.
Another interesting fact is that a lot of pedestrians walk faster than the given
average theoretic walking speed of 1.2 meters per second given in handbook
048 from the NPRA. The numbers presented in the study show that the 50th
percentile walking speed of pedestrians in ages 31 to 60 were 1.45 meters per
second. For all pedestrians combined this 50th percentile speed was 1.46 meters
per second. The larger majority of the pedestrians therefore walk significantly
faster than the average theoretic speed used by the NPRA.
Kay Fitzpatrick [2006] give a thorough comparison of his findings with other
studies performed using the 15th percentile for various age groups. The full
comparison can be found in Kay Fitzpatrick [2006]. The findings support the fact
that pedestrians walk in different speeds and that some pedestrians walk slower
than the theoretic walking speed of 1.2 meters per second given by the NPRA,
and that some pedestrians walk significantly faster [Kay Fitzpatrick, 2006].
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2.3.3 Other Factors that Influence Walking Speed
It is not only the age of the pedestrian that determines how fast the pedestrian
walks. In the article ”Experimental Research of Pedestrian Walking Behavior”
from 2003, Daamen and Hoogendoorn list in brief different factors that are em-
pirical facts in regard to pedestrian walking behaviour characteristics: ”Some
of the factors that affect the walking speed of pedestrians, such as the personal
characteristic of the pedestrian (age, gender, size, health, etc.), characteristics
of the trip (walking purpose, route familiarity, luggage, tip length), properties
of the infrastructure (type, grade, attractiveness of environment, shelter), and
finally environmental characteristics (ambient, and weather conditions). Besides
the exogenous factors, the walking speed also depends on the pedestrian density.”
[Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2003].
Another thing that Daamen and Hoogendoorn [2003] discuss is the importance
of both longitudinal and lateral spatial use of a walking pedestrian. Pedestrians
does not walk in a perfectly straight line, and the faster they walk, the more
space in front of them they need.
This shows that there are multiple factors that can influence on whether or not
a pedestrian is capable of crossing the road in the given time. If a vulnerable
pedestrian run into the crossing while there is still a green pedestrian light he
or she may well be stuck in the middle of the road when the light changes. If
the traffic light system were capable of detecting this pedestrian and alter its
signalling according to the situation this would not be a problem.
2.3.4 Computer Vision and Pedestrian Detection
Trying to detect pedestrians in a traffic scene and reason about their character-
istics and abilities is not a trivial task. A lot of research has been done and a
whole lot of effort has been made in order to identify methods that can tackle
this problem. These methods are touching many different fields that are closely
related and partly overlapped.
Detection of objects in images and video is a task that falls under the field of
computer vision. Forsynth and Ponce [2003] describe computer vision as an enter-
prise that uses statistical methods to disentangle data using models constructed
with the aid of geometry, physics, and learning theory. One tries to duplicate
the abilities of human vision by electronically perceiving and understanding an
image, thus perceiving the world and bring it from a sub-symbolic to a symbolic
level. Methods from machine learning and in particular supervised learning or
classification plays an important part in achieving this [Sonka et al., 2008].
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Vision relies on a solid understanding of cameras and the physical process of image
formation to obtain simple inferences of pixel values. Further one can combine the
information of multiple images like in stereo images or video. Subtract groups of
pixels to separate them from other shape information and recognize objects using
geometric information or probabilistic techniques [Forsynth and Ponce, 2003].
Detection of pedestrians in images and video is a much researched problem. Li
et al. [2012] conducted a review on vision-based pedestrian detection in intelli-
gent transportation systems. In their review the authors divided major work on
pedestrian detection into two groups. Microscopic pedestrian detection which fo-
cuses on detection of individual pedestrians and macroscopic pedestrian detection
which focuses on detecting groups of pedestrians. Detection on the macroscopic
level is suitable when the number of pedestrians in the scene is so high that it
is difficult to separate the objects from each other and detect individuals. The
pedestrians may be standing so close together that they are blocking the field of
view of the camera. Detection on the microscopic level has been studied in detail
and a very large amount of literature has been published in this area [Li et al.,
2012].
Human motion analysis is also a very large and much researched field whose
methods are closely related to pedestrian detection. Poppe [2007] conducted a
review on marker-less vision-based human motion analysis. Poppe claim that the
popularity of the field of research stems from the large number of application
areas that can benefit from the research. These application areas include surveil-
lance, Human-Computer Interaction and automatic annotation. Earlier systems
for motion capture used markers that were attached to the subjects body. Today
vision-based systems are used to locate key points on the subjects body without
the need for special markers. This is a much more non-intrusive way of capturing
human motion. In human motion analysis one is interested in the configurations
of the subjects body parts over time. This is in contrast to human pose detec-
tion, human gesture detection and face recognition where the static non-temporal
configurations of the human body parts are of interest [Poppe, 2007].
Mitra and Acharya [2007] published a survey on gesture recognition in 2007.
They describe gesture recognition as the recognition of meaningful expressions
of motion performed by a human, involving the hands, arms, face, head and/or
body. The methods used in this research area, like the methods used in human
motion analysis, resembles the methods used for pedestrian detection. In the
survey the authors discuss applications involving hidden Markov models, parti-
cle filtering and condensation, finite-state machines, optical flow, skin color and
connectionist models.
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2.3.5 Classification of Pedestrians into Different Classes
Most identified studies are trying to detect pedestrians and maybe one or two
other classes. The most common, in addition to separating only pedestrians
from the background, is to separate between pedestrians and bicycles or cars.
The following is a brief description of what procedure is chosen by each of the
authors.
Qui et al. [2003] developed a system that utilizes a video camera positioned
straight above the road in order to classify pedestrians and bicycles. Features
are extracted with a mechanism for corner detection that first detect the main
horizontal edges of the objects in the image and the corner points in the junctions
of these. Then the algorithm calculates the determinant for the edges to locate
the corners instead of using all the pixels. A grouper then segments each region
into an object based on the principle that the distance between two points on the
same object does not change along time. A motion matching algorithm detects
the precise motion of the object and traffic objects can be identified by their
geometry distribution and velocity.
Bo and Heqin [2003] simplify their classification task by trying to classify between
vehicles (motorcycle, car, bus, truck) and humans (pedestrian and bicycler). The
object is segmented out from the background using a Kalman filter-based adaptive
background model that is updated in each frame. This process also extracts
motion information such as intensity, shape, size and position as well as velocity.
Then the object is classified in a multi step process. In the first step the classifier
uses the velocity of the tracked objects to decide if the objects are vehicles. If the
velocity is below a threshold, then the width of the objects are calculated. The
width is found by first scaling each object by calibrating according to a depth
scaling factor. The tracked objects that are not classified as vehicles are put in
a list of undefined objects. The width information is used to further split this
list into two new lists containing unidentified big object and unidentified small
object. In the third stage area and compactness information is used to split the
objects into vehicles and humans. Small objects are divided using area and aspect
ratio, and big objects are divided using area and compactness. A standard line
clustering algorithm is used to split the two classes.
Chen et al. [2008] have successfully designed a temporal boosted classifier that
handles a single person or group of people, bicycle, motorcycle, vehicle and per-
son with an umbrella. If an object is classified as person, spatio temporal motion
energies are used to figure out if there is a group of people or only one person
present. The authors write that it is important to use features that are computa-
tionally inexpensive and invariant to lightning conditions for a real-time classifier.
The features include the eccentricity of the bounding eclipse of the moving tar-
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get. The orientation of the major axis of the bounding ellipse. The peak position
of the normalized horizontal and vertical projection of the moving target. The
pixel percentage of the peak in the normalized horizontal and vertical projec-
tion. The difference in pixel density within the moving target’s bounding box for
two consecutive frames. The difference between the first four eigenvalues for the
moving target in two consecutive frames. The moving objects are then tracked
using a proposed tracking algorithm. Each class is inferred using a weak learner
and the boosted strong learner based on AdaBoost chooses the hypothesis that
maximizes the output value.
Yun et al. [2010] use a laser sensor for detecting and tracking bicyclists and
pedestrians. They use this sensor to create a height map that maps the ter-
rain. In order to detect objects from the terrain data, they combine a multi-level
thresholding method with an Iterative Self-organizing Data Analysis Technique
clustering algorithm (ISODATA). For object tracking they use a Kalman filter
that allows them to perform interpolation of the object trajectory. By using
multi-thresholding the system is capable of separating the classes by clustering.
It is also capable of extracting velocity and position of the detected object.
Belbachir et al. [2010] has chosen a vision-based sensor system that captures
stereo-data which is transformed to a sparse depth map. The sparse depth map
shows information about the detected moving object but does not take into ac-
count the non-moving parts of the scene. The data is passed on to a clustering
mechanism that combines density-based and distance-based clustering to group
together asynchronous events belonging to same moving object. The clustering
mechanism then separate the objects into classes like pedestrians and cyclists.
After the clusters have been built, various features can be extracted. The im-
plemented system uses length, width and passage duration as features. These
features are used by a decision tree classifier that separates between pedestrians
and bicyclists. The authors also investigated other features like object dimension
(length, width and height), temporal information (velocity, passage duration) and
density (number of events per object), but most of these were not implemented.
Yogameena et al. [2012] propose an algorithm consisting of six steps for motion
segmentation, object tracking and object classification. These are background
subtraction, shadow removal by modelling Gabor Responses on rough shadow
pixels, motion correspondence, skeleton feature extraction, computation of parti-
tioned recurrent motion image of skeleton features and object classification. The
system is capable of classifying pedestrians, groups of pedestrians and vehicles. It
is the repetitive change in the shape of the objects that is the key to differentiate
the various classes.
It is obvious that it is common to use simple features like object position and
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velocity or density and size in order to overcome the difficulties with the high
computation cost of some of the more robust methods. Most of the systems use
some sort of background segmentation and tracking algorithm in order to extract
these features. They are then subject to classification by using some clustering
algorithm or decision tree. AdaBoost was also tried out by Chen et al. in order
to combine these weak learners into a strong one.
The studies all presents classification accuracies between 85 % and 98 %. Chen
et al. has achieved an overall classification rate of 85.2 % when testing their
boosted classifier on the PETS 2006 dataset that contains a large amount of
people and crowds of people. Yun et al. show a detection rate of 98 % with a
precision of less than 0.2 m. The classification accuracy between the bicycles and
pedestrians are greater than 90 % Yun et al. [2010]. Bo and Heqin classifier is able
to perform with a 95.4 % correctness for the vehicles and 91.1 % for the humans
Bo and Heqin [2003]. Yogameena et al. tested their algorithm on two datasets
and the algorithm performed with a 92.45 % accuracy on the first dataset, and
88.83 % on the second.
Some difficulties and problems that all articles describe are related to illumi-
nation and lighting changes and shadow. Over and under segmentation, miss-
segmentation and false detection. Other difficulties are related to the objects
position, orientation, scale and visibility. A lot of work remains in order to cope
with these difficulties. Most studies chooses to focus on application on existing
video surveillance systems or stereo cameras, some chooses to use laser devices
for detection. Yun et al. describe loop detectors and imaging systems as little
reliable due to the irregular movement of pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles and
the change in weather and lightning conditions. Therefore they use a laser sensor
for detection and use this sensor to create a height map that maps the terrain.
It will be interesting to see how various sensor technologies can be combined in
order to cope with the difficulties described and produce even more promising
results.
Wheelchair detection
Wheelchairs are one of the most common supplementary instruments for disabled
people with walking difficulty. Knowing that a person in a wheelchair is present
can be good for multiple applications. One could monitor patients with special
needs in hospitals, medical institutions or train stations. Offer person specific
services like open doors or elevators or turn on night time spot lightning in order
to light up the terrain for the person. Another use could be to send information
to cars in the vicinity in order to alert them about the presence of a vulnerable
person.
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Some attempts to recognize wheelchairs in video has been made. Myles et al.
[2002] utilize Hough Transform and a color predicate algorithm for skin detection
in order to locate the wheels on the wheelchair and the face of the person sitting
in the wheelchair. Hough Transform is a method for feature extraction that can
find instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by performing voting
in a parameter space. This method is able to find wheels by looking for circles
in images. The system only works under the assumption that the wheelchair is
vertically aligned with the camera and not in a too large degree rotated perpen-
dicular to the image plane as this will distort the shape of the wheel. The system
does not work when the wheelchair is facing directly towards or directly away
from the camera. The method will also only be robust on large wheels with a dis-
tinct shape. Many wheelchairs have large wheels with distinct holes between the
spokes of the wheel, while some electric wheelchairs have smaller wheels without
spokes. These are harder to detect with Hough Transform. After the face and
the wheels of the wheelchair has been found, the information is combined with
the calibration data to find the orientation and the position of the wheelchair.
In their article de Chaumont et al. [2004] try to overcome the difficulties of
using the method presented by Myles et al. by looking for various regions of a
wheelchair. They use the assumption that various parts of the wheelchair like
the back-seat, armrest, legs, chest and head are vertically aligned to each other.
Then they set bounding colors for the various parts and look for different rays in
the image that can match with the colors. By using stereo vision they are able
to extract the position of the wheelchair.
Yang and Chung [2007] got inspiration from Myles et al. in 2007 when they
extended the idea of detecting the wheels of the wheelchair. Yang and Chung
improved the circle-ellipse geometry proposed by Philips [1997] to work in real
world circumstances. When a wheel or a circle is seen in perspective it is shaped
as an ellipsis. Philips method can be used to find the 3D circle position and
orientation with only one single perspective image of the wheel. Their results
show that the method is able to find the wheels and calculate the position and
orientation of the wheelchair.
One method that has been successfully applied to pedestrian recognition is His-
togram of Oriented Gradients or HOG Dalal and Triggs [2005]. Hosotani et al.
[2009] use this feature extraction method to distinguish between pedestrians and
people in wheelchairs. First they detect the pedestrians and wheelchairs moving
in the monitored area by using Ubiquitous Stereo Vision (USV). USV is a system
that is capable of detecting individuals on the basis of range information from
multiple stereo cameras. It has previously been used in train stations and rail-
way crossings. The detected objects are masked out and the HOG features are
calculated for the image. Further supervised learning is performed by training
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a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a kernel function and using a non-linear
decision that can classify objects into pedestrian or wheelchair. The system was
tested in a real life scenario on the YOTEC2007 exhibition in Yokohama. The
results showed a 77.57 % correct recognition rate for wheelchairs and 83.67 %
correct recognition rate for pedestrians.
Another attempt to recognize the position and moving direction of wheelchairs
was done by Huang et al. [2010]. They used Cascaded Decision Tree (CDT)
to detect wheelchairs in single camera images. HOG and Contrast Histograms
(CCH) were used for feature description and many weak SVM classifiers where
combined with AdaBoost in a cascaded tree structure. The input image is down
sampled with Gaussian Pyramid and the image is scanned with a sliding window.
Background in the image is effectively discarded as negative image region by the
classifier and successively more complex AdaBoost classifiers create a cascade
that can detect the moving direction of the wheelchair. The method is robust
to partial occlusion and rigid geometric and photometric transformations and
experiments show detection rates as high as 92 %. The detection rates can be
further improved by using tracking history information.
Bicycle detection
A lot of attempts at detecting bicycles in traffic settings have been made. Not
that many have been successful and even fewer works as good as they claim in
real world application.
Takahashi et al. [2010] utilize HOG and SVM with additional tracking of pedal
movements done by the person on the bicycle. The pedalling movement is de-
tected based on spatio-temporal Gabor filtering and functions as a very strong
clue for separating bicycles from other moving objects such as motorbikes. Soma-
sundaram et al. [2012] experimented with spatio-temporal information from ob-
ject velocity, location and difference of histogram of oriented gradients (DHOG) in
combination with covariance descriptors (DCOV) in a Naive Bayes setting. They
achieved a recognition performance of 93.88 %. Yang et al. [2009] combined
low-level numeric features classified in an AdaBoost setting with middle-level
vector-descriptor features in an SVM setting. The low-level features were blob
aspect ratio, blob area and optical flow based velocity. The middle-level features
were shape context, active template and histogram of gradients. The classifier
ensembles were organized in a decision tree structure. Jung et al. [2012] try to
overcome the difficulties with the large variations in visual appearance of bicycles
seen from various view angles by training three classifiers based on Multiple-size
Cell HOG (MSC-HOG) with images of bicycles taken from three different view
angles and then applying these in an AdaBoost setting. The difference between
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MSC-HOG and HOG is as the name suggests that the image is divided into cells
with variable cell size.
Jung et al. [2012] achieve a precision of around 90-96 % with their proposed
method. In their experiments they compared the standard detector of Dalal and
Triggs with their own method. The experiments showed that Dalal and Triggs’s
detector had a processing time of 412 ms while their own used 136 ms. This is a
great improvement and a large step closed to real-time application.
Cho et al. [2010] also utilize a combination of HOG and SVM with four classifiers
trained on images of front, back and side view of bicycles. They argue that
increasing the number of classifiers with additional views like 45◦ and 135◦ does
not increase the performance enough compared to the additional computation
cost associated with it. Cho et al. also utilize a cascade of weak classifiers in
a AdaBoost setting that was inspired by Zhu et al.’s improvement of Dalal and
Triggs’s classifier. This is further discussed in Section 3.4.2.
By applying Cho et al.’s proposed method and training four different HOG de-
tectors with images of bicycles seen from the front, back and side we have an
AdaBoost-based ensemble of binary classifiers that are capable of detecting bicy-
cles from different view angles. Cho et al.’s experiments show that their method
is not as precise as Dalal and Triggs’s method, but has comparable precision at
different levels of recall and is a lot faster with speeds up to 30 times faster.
It is obvious when looking at the reviewed articles that a combination of multiple
HOG descriptor based SVM classifiers is the most successful method for detecting
bicycles in traffic scenes. In combination with AdaBoost, the classifier is improved
because the algorithm can select the most distinct low level features and thereby
both increase efficiency and speed. Jung et al.’s precision of around 90-96 % with
a processing time of 136 ms is superb compared to many of the other algorithms.
Combining this with the known success of the gradient based descriptors for
other detection tasks in traffic, we can draw the conclusion that this is a great
step towards an effective binary classifier for this application.
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Chapter 3
Research Results
In this chapter the results from the research done in order to meet the goals
of the assignment are presented. First the results from the research done in
order to learn more about the pedestrians in the vicinity of the signal pedestrian
crossing is presented. In Section 3.2 the difficulties with the environment and
road user appearance is discussed. In Section 3.3 an architecture of a system
that can reason about the pedestrians is outlined. In Section 3.4 the classification
problem is defined and a strategy for classification is chosen. Then methods and
techniques that can guide in the classification process is discussed and tried out
in a series of partial implementations and experiments. One outcome from these
experiments is a trained wheelchair detector based on HOG and SVM. Further it
is discussed how multiple weak binary classifiers can be combined in an ensemble
to solve the classification problem.
3.1 Various Groups of Pedestrians
During the first phase of the project, two interviews with professionals in the
domain of road and transportation were conducted. These were semi-structured
interviews, meaning that only a couple of general questions were presented to
the two professionals and a discussion was generated from those. The questions
were:
• What categories of pedestrians exists in the presence of a signal controlled
pedestrian crossing?
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• What separates these categories when it comes to walking speed, behaviour,
safety and so forth?
The discussions raised a lot of interesting ideas and hints about what categories
of pedestrians to look for. Further review into literature on walking speed and
statistics involving road accidents resulted in some categories that would be in-
teresting to be able to detect. These are presented in Table 3.1.




Groups of children Bicyclists
People carrying heavy objects
3.1.1 Children
Young children are a significant group in traffic and a lot of work has been done
on promoting safety for children in traffic. It is noted in handbook 048 from
the NPRA that in areas where there is a large number of pedestrians or a large
number of children, older or disabled people, the choice of green time should be
carefully chosen [NPRA, 2012].
Glad and Midtland [2000] wrote a report on six year old children and crossing of
roads for The Institute of Transport Economics in 2000. This report was written
in connection with the lowering of the school age in Norway from 7 to 6 years.
They present some numbers that indicate that about 3 out of 4 of accidents
that happen to pedestrians in younger ages happen when they cross the road.
Numbers from Statistics Norway confirms this, showing that children in ages from
6 to 15 years are particularly exposed to accidents when crossing the road [Glad
and Midtland, 2000].
From Figure 3.1 we can see that the number of hurt or killed pedestrians in the
ages 6-15 years is high.
Children are not fully mature when it comes to interpreting the flow of the traffic
and their lack of experience may lead them to behave irresponsible when crossing
the road. This fact, in addition to the fact that children are smaller in size and
more difficult to spot, might explain why their risk is so high compared to older
pedestrians. One of the measures taken to decrease the number of accidents in
traffic with children involved has been to educate children from an early age.
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Figure 3.1: Number of pedestrians hurt or killed in 2011 when crossing the road
presented by age (Numbers from Statistics Norway).
Other measures have been to educate drivers and design safer environments for
children in traffic.
Children behave in another way than older pedestrians. The Nordic Traffic Safety
Councils investigated children’s behaviour variables in traffic in the EVA III
project [Ra¨ma¨, 1993]. This investigation led to the hypothesis that children uses
various strategies when travelling in traffic. Trying to expose and describe these
strategies were meant as a tool for better understanding children’s behaviour.
The first hypothesis was that children minimize the amount of time spent in a
dangerous area. The second hypothesis is that children avoid seeing a conflict in
the problem situation. The third hypothesis is that as long as the child feel that
it is mastering the situation it will handle the situation for itself. Children are
also often used to walking with a friend. Depending on the difference in age and
role, the children will have different ”workload” when walking in traffic. If one
of the children are younger than the other, he or she will often depend on the
older child to take responsibility. Another hypothesis, that was not thoroughly
studied in the project, is that children does not in a large degree care about the
interaction between motorists [Ra¨ma¨, 1993].
It was possible to see from the study that it is typical for children to run across
the street. Many of the children walked the first few meters, and then ran the
remaining distance. This could possibly be interpreted as an attempt to get away
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from what they experience as a ”dangerous” area and be a behaviour that makes
it safer for children in traffic. Some of the more inexperienced children ran at
some occasions into the road. This is, on the other hand, not a safe behaviour
[Ra¨ma¨, 1993].
One observation was that the children in the study that were walking in groups
of two or more looked more to the right than to the left than the children walking
alone. One could think that it is safer for the children to walk in groups since
many children are easier to spot than one, but their attitude and behaviour as a
group are actually worse than that of one child [Ra¨ma¨, 1993].
Quite often there are groups of children walking together when for example a
kindergarten or a class from elementary school is out walking. At least in Norway,
it is regular to observe groups of children walking in a line wearing reflective vest.
These groups may be so large that they have to divide in two and cross the road
in turns. The regular size of a kindergarten class in Norway is around 18-20
children, and an elementary school class is around 30 children. If these groups
are out walking, they often walk two and two in a row. If the row gets broken in
two, the children can start to behave irrationally and walk out of line. It might
be an advantage if these groups were detected and signalling could be adapted
to these groups needs.
When it comes to the walking speed of children, there is no reason to believe that
they walk slower or faster than what is normal for most pedestrians.
3.1.2 Elderly
One group of pedestrians that is especially vulnerable in traffic is the elderly.
The numbers from The Institute of Transport Economics in Norway (TØI report
986/2008) in 2.11a show that elderly pedestrians have much higher risk for being
injured or killed than middle-aged pedestrians as road users. The risk is almost
three times as high for male pedestrians over 80 years than for male pedestrians
between 75 and 79 years. Elderly women above 55 years experience higher risk
than men. The difference grows with age and a woman between 75 and 79 years
have about two and a half times as high risk as a male pedestrian [Bjørnskau,
2008].
In 2.11b we can see that the risk of getting killed in traffic is higher for elderly
than for younger pedestrians.
When it comes to elderly as cyclists we can see from the numbers in (TØI report
986/2008) in Figure 2.12 that this age group is more exposed to risk in traffic than
younger cyclists. It is commented in the report that the calculations are prone
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to uncertainty because a lot of accidents just involving a single cyclist are never
reported. There is also very few cyclists compared to car drivers and passengers.
In addition, no numbers on the risk of being killed as cyclists have been presented
since only seven cyclists died in traffic in Norway in 2005 [Bjørnskau, 2008].
The two main reasons for the increased risk of elderly in traffic are the functional
limitations that comes with age and increased vulnerability. Because the elderly
are frailer, they are more vulnerable to personal injury in the case of an accident.
Therefore, this group has a higher fatality rate than injury rate and increased
injury severity in the case of an event. Functional limitations can also increase
the risk while travelling in traffic since sensory, perceptual, cognitive and mobility
limitations comes naturally with age. After the age of 60 the performance of
the pedestrian when it comes to gait start to decline gradually. The result is
often reduced walking speed [Prince et al., 1997]. There are on the other hand
large individual variations in how great these limitations are. Intersections are
complicated traffic situations where the pedestrian is under time pressure and it
is necessary to divide attention. The elderly may have reduced dexterity, tactile
sensitivity, endurance, range of motion and hearing. They may also have common
diseases like arthritis that further reduce their physical mobility. This makes it
harder for the elderly to handle the complicated situation [OECD, 2003].
Elderly pedestrians often display a better attitude in traffic than younger pedes-
trians and may choose a safer route. This stems from the fact that they have
more experience and are able to better assess situations based on previous expe-
riences. The older road users may have increased respect for the fact that some
actions are illegal so actions like jaywalking may therefore be less common among
older road users because the action is not safe [Oxley, 2002].
Vision impairment is very common among the elderly. According to a manual
prepared by Robin Leonard from Arlene R. Gordon Research Institute of Light-
house International Leonard [2002] as many as one in six Americans over the
age of 45 years report some sort of visual impairment. This number increases
with age and 26 % of people in the ages between 65-74 years experience some
sort of visual impairment. Only a fraction of these people get totally blind on
both eyes. About 2 % of all Americans age 45 and older report that they are
blind on both eyes. This may include reduced night vision, daytime visual acu-
ity, sensitivity to glare and changes in color vision [OECD, 2003]. Cataract is
a disease that clouds the lens in the eye, making it hard to see. The disease is
common amongst older people and as much as 51 % of world blindness is caused
by cataract [Organization, 2012].
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3.1.3 Adults
Adults have the lowest risk in traffic of the three age groups and in general walk
in what is counted as an average walking speed. It is also the largest group of
pedestrians. It would be interesting to detect this group because the information
is useful for distinguishing these pedestrians from the other age groups. The
CBR system is not only supposed to give longer green time to the vulnerable
pedestrians, but also shorter time to the pedestrians that does not need the
extended time. This way, vehicles in the other lanes will be prioritised faster.
3.1.4 Visually Impaired
Visually impaired may have degraded ability to detect and assess traffic situa-
tions. It can be difficult for blind pedestrians to find the pedestrian crossing and
equipment like the push button on the crossing. Blind pedestrians has difficulty
with knowing whether cars have stopped at the intersection or if cars are ap-
proaching. They are more dependent on their other sensory functions like smell
and hearing since their sight is partly or totally missing.
In Clark-Carter et al. [1986] claim that all pedestrians have a walking speed which
they prefer. This speed is the speed that is the most physically efficient for the
person. Factors such as age, leg length and body weight affect the walking speed
that people adopt. These factors also affect the relationship between walking
speed and energy expenditure [Clark-Carter et al., 1986].
Clark-Carter et al. note that factors such as the complexity of the route and
the type of the mobility aid used affects the walking speed of a visually impaired
person. They claim that it can be reasonably assumed that a blind person would
walk more efficiently if he or she had normal vision. By asking six visually
impaired persons to walk in the pace that they preferred Clark-Carter et al.
measured a mean speed of 96.5 meters per minute (1.61 meters per second).
By using the percentage of preferred walking speed (PPWS) various walking aids
can be evaluated compared to the preferred walking speed. A visually impaired
person walking with a guide dog suffers less energy expenditure than one that
uses the long-cane. Long-cane users will walk more slowly since they have to
detect and avoid obstacles themselves. Clark-Carter et al. comments that earlier
studies suggest a PPWS of 75 % when using a long-cane and the more obstacles
in the route, the more slowly visually impaired will walk. If the visually impaired
is provided with a preview of what obstacles are in front of him or her, he or she
will be able to walk significantly faster [Clark-Carter et al., 1986].
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3.1.5 Disabled and Injured
Disabled people walk as fast as the walking aid permit. There exists a large
variety in what walking aids disabled people use, but some of the most regular
aids are electrical and manual wheelchairs and rollators. In addition disabled or
injured people often use crutches or canes to support themselves when moving.
It can be difficult for disabled pedestrians to cross the road safely because their
capabilities for moving swiftly across the road are not always very good. Large
individual variations in the capabilities calls for better ways of handling this
group of pedestrians when it comes to safety and time to cross the road.
3.1.6 Bicyclists
Even though it is allowed to ride a bicycle over a pedestrian crossing bicyclists
don’t have the same right of way as pedestrians have. Bicyclists must yield to
pedestrians and have to get off the bike in order to receive the same privileges
as pedestrians towards cars. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, elderly as bicyclists
have high risk of being injured or killed in traffic. Most of the accidents involving
bicyclists happen in crossings.
3.2 Detection and Classification In A Complex
Environment
In this section the results from the work on trying to meet goal 2 are presented.
Various categories of pedestrians have been identified. This section discusses how
the pedestrians can be detected in the environment around a signal controlled
pedestrian crossing.
3.2.1 Environment
The environment around the signal controlled pedestrian crossing is characterised
by being very complex. Even though the area around most intersections consist
of even surfaces with asphalt covered roads and side-walks, a large variety of
objects can often be found along the roads and in the vicinity of the crossing.
The world makes up a biophysical environment that houses all sorts of living
organisms like humans and animals, as well as organic objects like trees and non-
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organic objects like rocks. In addition there are man-made objects everywhere
and of course particularly in cities and along roads.
Outdoor environments are also affected by changes in the weather creating varia-
tions in lighting conditions. During the day, the weather can change many times
resulting in different lighting. On sunny days, direct sunlight might light up
the surfaces creating reflections and glare or too strong light and exposure for
the sensors. On cloudy days or during the night, it might be too dark for some
sensors. Directional light also result in a lot of shadows.
Various weather conditions introduce a lot of different kinds of noise to the envi-
ronment. Wind might shake trees and whirl up leafs from the ground. It might
push items down the street or send things through the air creating movement in
the environment. The environment is therefore seldom stationary even though
there are no pedestrians or vehicles present. Various kinds of precipitation create
noise that can block the field of view for the sensor. Rain, snow and hail are ex-
amples of types of precipitations which are common and which create problems
for the field of view of the sensor.
3.2.2 Road User Appearance
All people look different. At least to some extent. There are people in all kinds
of shapes on the roads. Some people are tall, and some people are shorter. Some
people are slim, and others are overweight or obese. There are variations in what
particular traits that are special for people of various ethnicity and origin, like
hair color and height variations. This also goes for gender. Men are typically
taller than women, but a young boy can be shorter than a fully grown woman.
Elder people might be stooped and walk with the upper body bent forward from
the middle of the back, but others are more fit for their age and walk normally.
There is also no limit in what postures pedestrians might attain. The human body
is made up of many joints and body parts that can be rotated and positioned in
many different angles and orientations. There is a clear difference in the silhouette
of a person holding his hands over his head and someone keeping his or her hands
down by the side of the torso of the body.
People are dressed in a large variety of different clothing. This is often dependent
on the season or the air temperature. A slim woman might be wearing a large
winter coat thus looking completely different than if she were wearing a dress in
the summer. Clothes come in all kinds of different colors and nuances and can
have strong color or be black or white. Or they can be in different colors or even
camouflage-like colors. There is no end in the different variations that exists.
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In addition to the average walking pedestrian, there are animals, people in
wheelchairs, bicycles, motorcycles, cars, buses, trucks, trailers and so forth. Peo-
ple can be carrying accessories like umbrellas, pushing baby strollers, using walk-
ing aids like crutches or a rollator and so forth. Detecting these objects require
robust sensor devices and suitable algorithms for extracting features from the
data that can be used to distinguish one class from the rest.
3.2.3 Sensors
In order to accurately perceive the environment around the signal controlled
pedestrian crossing a suitable sensor is needed.
There are various sensor devices that can be used for this application. Unfortu-
nately, no sensors are perfect. Today’s technology introduces a lot of noise when
perceiving the environment. This calls for even better methods for handling the
input data from the sensor and makes the task at hand even more difficult.
The following is an introduction to some of the most common sensing technologies
that are in use today.
Monocular cameras
Vision based cameras are either monocular cameras or stereo cameras. Monoc-
ular cameras are used a lot in video surveillance systems and are in widespread
application today. These systems are located at a whole range of different loca-
tions like airports, borders and building lobbies [Aggarwal and Cai, 1997]. They
can also be positioned in locations related to intelligent transportation systems
such as pedestrian crossings.
Using monocular cameras are a convenient way of capturing image data but they
do not provide any information about depth thus ignoring a useful dimension.
Thang et al. [2011] note in their paper on ”Estimation of 3-D human body posture
via co-registration of 3-D human model and sequential stereo information”, that
monocular images does not provide enough information to recover 3-D posture
due to ambiguity and occlusion. When projecting a 3-D object into a 2-D image
they lose the depth information from the original object [Thang et al., 2011].
In the paper they note that it is possible to use multiple cameras with different
viewing angles to obtain 3-D information. They follow up by describing some
apparent difficulties with this approach saying that the cameras need to be fixed
at multiple positions for calibration and are inflexible for deployment in outdoor
and mobile environments. They also note that synchronization is required for
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the high-speed hardware and the additional protocols necessary to control large
video files over a network [Thang et al., 2011].
Without any information about depth in the image it is more challenging to detect
moving road users in the vicinity of the intersection and track their movement
than what it would be if information about depth were available [Moeslund et al.,
2006].
Stereo cameras
Another imaging technology is the stereo camera. Stereo cameras captures, as the
name suggests, a scene from two slightly different view angles using two camera
lenses. This works in a similar way as the human eye and the 3-D position of each
image pixel can be calculated by triangulation using a ray from each camera. This
allows for full field-of-view depth measurements from a single image set [Point
Grey Research Inc., 2012]. By using a stereo camera we can get a point cloud,
consisting of a set of vertices in a 3-D coordinate system, or a depth map.
One problem with stereo vision is occlusion. Since two cameras are horizontally
aligned, there is no guarantee that all of the objects in the observed scene can
be seen from both cameras field of view. If one object is only partly visible from
one of the cameras, no information about the unknown points in the scene can
be calculated when generating the depth map. This is called occlusion and is a
common problem for these sensors [Point Grey Research Inc., 2012].
Light detection and ranging sensor
Lidar , or Light Detection and Ranging, is a sensor technology that utilizes light
in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum
to measure the distance to an object. A common design for a Lidar sensor is to
utilize a laser beam that are reflected by a rotating mirror. The beam reflects of
an object and bounces back to the sensor. The travel time for the photons are
measured and the distance calculated with the following formula:
α× β
2 (3.1)
where α is the speed of light and β is the time of flight for the photons [Bluesky
Internation Limited., 2012]. Lidar sensors are called active sensors because they
measure the travel time of the signal emitted from the sensor. Like with the
stereo camera, Lidar can be used to construct a point cloud where the vertices
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are the points detected by the laser scanner. The main advantages with this
technology is that newer sensors can provide very accurate data with high spa-
tial resolution. This is not the case for most active sensors such as radar which
often has lower resolution and slower scanning speed. It can also measure dis-
tance directly without any time consuming computation using a lot of computing
resources [Hancock et al., 1997] [Sun et al., 2006].
Lidar is in widespread application in a lot of different fields. One application is
detecting obstacles or objects from moving vehicles [Wang et al., 2003]. Since
laser light is used it is necessary to think about what energy level is used in the
sensor so that the light emitted do not damage the eyes of the people around the
sensor. If multiple sensors are located in the same area, they could interfere with
each other as beams from one sensor could get lost and bounce back at another
sensor.
The major disadvantage with this sensor is that it is very expensive. Some of the
sensors from one producer costs around 45 000 NOK.
Microsoft Kinect
Another sensor device is the Microsoft Kinect. The sensor features an RGB cam-
era, depth sensor and multi-array microphone. The depth sensor consists of an
infrared laser projector combined with a monochrome CMOS sensor, which cap-
tures video data in 3-D under any ambient light conditions. The sensor can both
output monocular images and stereo images using the depth sensing technology
based on the light patterns emitted. This is the sensor that was used in Kherad-
mandi and Strom [2012]’s and Solem [2011]’s work. The major disadvantage with
this sensor is that it is not designed to be used in an outdoor environment. First
developed to be used together with the XBox gaming console from Microsoft it
was initially meant to be used in a restrained environment like someone’s artifi-
cially lighted living room. The resolution is not very high and it does not handle
strong sunlight. It does not work in a very long range either, just around 10
meters.
Comparison between Microsoft Kinect and PointGrey Bumblebee2
During the project period a Bumblebee2 camera was purchased from PointGrey
Research. This camera consist of two RGB monocular video cameras with a
resolution of 1024*768 working at a frame rate of 20 FPS or 640*480 at 48
FPS. The camera is relatively cheap compared to Lidar but more expensive than
the Kinect sensor. The Kinect sensor is available for around 1000 NOK and the
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Bumblebee2 is available for around 15 000 NOK. In addition one needs to buy the
BB2 Development Accessory Kit in order to get the development kits FlyCapture
and TriClops that are supplied by PointGrey. A comparision of prices for various
sensors can be found in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Price range of various sensors
Sensor Price
Lidar 45 000 NOK
Microstoft Kinect 1000 NOK
PointGrey Bumblebee2 15 000 NOK
Tarcin et al. performed a comparison of Kinect and Bumblebee2 in an indoor
environment in 2011. They performed three experiments in three different con-
structed scenes in order to figure out which sensor worked the best under different
circumstances in an indoor environment.
In the first experiment the sensors were tested with three different kinds of light-
ning. At night with artificial light, at night without light and at noon with
indirect sunlight. The Kinect sensor gave the best results in dark since the Bum-
bleebee2 could not even calculate the distance without enough light. At noon and
at night with light, the Bumblebee worked better, but the Kinect outperformed
it in these conditions too.
In the second experiment the sensors were positioned towards a patterned object.
The objects orientation were changed for the various tests. Texture were a prob-
lem for the Bumblebee2 camera that uses the pixels in the image to create the
depth map. The Kinect is not affected by this at all. The sensors were also tested
in direct sunlight towards a black cloth. Both of the sensors failed in retrieving
data from the bright area on the cloth created by the sun light.
In the third experiment a box was positioned in front of the sensors. The mea-
surements of the objects depth and the distance to the sensor was known. The
accuracy of both sensors was quite good with just between 0.5 to 1 cm error.
The Bumblebee2 sensor preformed slightly better than the Kinect sensor but not
noticeably better.
The conclusion is that the Kinect sensor is very good in the environment it is
designed for. Namely an artificially lit environment that is constrained in space.
It can not on the other hand function in an outdoor environment with direct or
indirect sunlight. The Bumblebee2 has no theoretical maximum distance limit
but there is of course a practical limit in how far away it is possible to accurately
measure depth. The sensor also has higher resolution but patterned texture ef-
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fects the measurements negatively and the scene must be well illuminated [Tarcin
et al., 2011].
In the research both the Kinect and the Bumblebee2 sensor were used inter-
changeably in order to explore the possibilities of the sensors.
3.3 Human Motion Detection and the Notion of
Intention
Since the pedestrian classification is supposed to be applied in the intelligent
traffic light system it is necessary to maintain the ability to infer the intention of
the object detected regardless what class of object it is. Solem [2011]’s decision
tree based intention algorithm used the features noted in Table 3.3.
These are distance, speed, heading and body alignment. Getting these features
by using the Kinect sensor and the skeleton algorithm provided with the NITE 1
framework that Solem utilized is trivial in a limited indoor setting. Shotton et al.
[2011], the creators of the skeleton algorithm, were able to find the position of
various joints on a persons body by recording a very large amount of body poses
using motion capture with stereo data. Then they inferred a per-pixel body parts
distribution for each image of a person attaining a pose. This gave an estimation
of what part of the recorded body belonged to what body part. Then they esti-
mated the most likely body joint position based on these distributions by using
a local mode-finding approach based on mean shift with a weighted Gaussian
kernel. This will output the maxima of the density function for each body part.
The skeleton algorithm is able to detect a person standing upright and infer the
position of various joints on the persons body but is partially dependent on the
person to initialize the algorithm by standing in a predefined calibration pose.
One can not expect a pedestrian to behave ideally and position itself in a cali-
bration pose to initialize the reasoning algorithm. As discussed in Section 3.2.3
the Kinect is not very good in outdoor scenes or at night either. More robust
methods of detection are needed.
This problem goes under the research field of vision-based human motion capture
and analysis. The field has the last 20 years of so grown rapidly to become
one of the largest areas of research in computer vision. A system for capturing
human motion typically consists of several parts with responsibility for extracting
increasing amounts of information from the sensor data. All of these steps are
1The PrimeSense NITE is a 3D computer vision middleware that among other things can
perform hand location and tracking, scene analysis (separating users from background), accurate
user skeleton joint tracking, and gesture recognition.
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under constant research and new advances are being made each year [Moeslund
et al., 2006].
Table 3.3: Features for reasoning about intention.
Main feature Feature Range/Unit
Motion Speed [0, 10]m/s
Acceleration [−5, 5]m/s2
Heading [0, 360〉◦
Proximity Distance [0, 10]m
Body alignment Shoulder angle [0, 360〉◦
Hip angle [0, 360〉◦
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3.3.1 The Main Parts of A Human Motion Analysis System
The following is a description of the most important steps taken by a system that
analyses human motion. This will be the foundation of a proposed architecture
for a system that can complement the CBR system that Kheradmandi and Strom
[2012] created in their masters thesis. The outline of the architecture is illustrated
in Figure 3.2.
The first step is to get the data from the sensor used. Whether it is monocular
images, stereo images or images from a Lidar sensor, pre-processing the data
is necessary so that an accurate representation of the current scene can be fur-
ther studied. This can include performing many tasks dependent on the sensors
and methods used. Input to the sensor might be noisy so a filter for removing
noise must be applied or images from a stereo image need to be rectified before
generating the depth map.
The second step is to perform object classification. At this stage, the sensor data
only contains raw information about the environment. We have not yet reasoned
about whether or not the scene contains any interesting objects like for example
people. In order to extract any information about the motion of the human, we
must first find the human in the scene. In traditional human motion capture re-
search one is only interested in detecting people so that more information about
the person can be extracted to facilitate for tracking and analysis. In this partic-
ular application we need this information in order to further infer an intention to
cross the road or not. The extension here compared to a classic human motion
analysis system is that we want to further infer enough information from the ob-
ject to perform analysis on position and motion while at the same time classifying
the human-beings into various classes of pedestrians like child and elderly.
The third step, which might happen simultaneous to the classification in the
second step, is segmentation and tracking. Since we want to work with the
object in a temporal dimension we need to be able to track the object over
multiple frames. Then we can infer the position as well as the heading and speed
of the object.
Existing work on this field can be divided into the problems of separating the ob-
ject from the background and then further track the object over multiple frames
by looking at the temporal correspondences. Background segmentation is often
done as a preliminary step before tracking over frames and cues like motion, ap-
pearance, shape or depth are often used to guide the segmentation [Moeslund
et al., 2006]. Having information about depth might greatly simplify the segmen-
tation compared to only looking at appearance.
The type of background in the scene matters as some methods are good at han-
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dling static backgrounds and some are suited for dynamic backgrounds. In the
environment the traffic lights are positioned it is necessary to experiment with
methods that are capable of handling dynamic backgrounds as the scene will
change rather rapidly.
Newer research also tries to overcome the difficulty that there are multiple objects
moving around in the same scene [Papadourakis and Argyros, 2010] [Wu et al.,
2010]. The moving objects will get occluded by each other and other static objects
in the scene, and objects may also enter and leave the field of view as they are
moving around. It would be an advantage if the system were capable of tracking
objects that get occluded or leave the scene and enter again so that the intention
inferred for the person is preserved. A person might walk out of the field of the
camera after having his or hers intention detected. This does not mean that the
person is not going to cross the road after all.
The fourth step is to extract information about the pose of the detected human.
Work in this field is often concerned with analysing the detected humans body in
order to estimate the configuration of the body parts or even the joint positions.
The methods in this area can be separated based on whether they use an explicit a
priori model of the human body to label body parts [Moeslund et al., 2006]. Some
methods do not use a predefined model and others do. The skeleton algorithm
in NITE is one algorithm that uses a model based approach. As discussed earlier
the algorithm depends on a correctly segmented person standing upright in a
calibration pose. Such methods does not support blobs that for example contains
a person sitting in a wheelchair. In order to follow a similar approach one needs to
develop methods for inferring the joint positions of the body of a person sitting
in a wheelchair. This is not something that has been focused in the existing
research in the area.
Based on the information acquired in the previous steps it is possible to go further
and analyse the scene. The fifth step is therefore to go further in the abstraction
and look at gestures, actions and activities in the scene. Some methods look at
the scene in whole and does not care to interpret information about individual
objects. Other methods look at detected objects in detail and try to interpret
for example the kinematic structure of a body to recognize actions like walking
and jumping. Some methods even go as far as trying to construct a semantic de-
scription of the scene based on the objects and actions detected [Moeslund et al.,
2006]. In this application we want to analyse a pedestrian in order to interpret
the pedestrians intention to cross the road or not. The notion of intention can
be seen as an extension to the area of human motion analysis.
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of a system for pedestrian classification and capturing
intention
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3.4 Classifying Objects in the Scene
As shown in Figure 3.2 classification is performed either as a step directly on the
input data, after segmentation or based on information acquired about gestures,
actions and behaviour. The literature survey in Section 2.2 uncovered the fact
that the most common approach, at least when working on monocular images, is
to perform classification directly on the input data by extracting features from
the image that can be used directly to classify areas in the image that contain
objects. If one is working on depth maps from stereo images it might be a good
idea to segment out the background before classifying since depth can be a strong
clue for segmentation [Moeslund et al., 2006].
3.4.1 Defining the Classification Problem
The pedestrian categories that have been identified can belong to multiple classes.
A ”regular” pedestrian can either be a child or an adult or an elderly. The pedes-
trian can also be either male or female. Further, the pedestrian can use various
walking aids because of injuries or disabilities. This means that the classification
problem could be considered as a multi-label problem where one object instance
can belong to multiple classes. A multi-label classification problem is one in which
we try to find a function that maps the input data to more than one category.
Given an input vector of features x we want to find a vector of label instances
Y = [y1, ..., yL] that can be found in a set of disjoint labels L. In multi-label
classification, all examples are associated with a set of labels Y ⊆ L [Tsoumakas
and Katakis, 2007].
This separates the method from binary classification where the classifier will try
to discriminate between a true or a false category. This could be the presence of an
object or not and |L| = 2. It is also different from multi-class classification where
objects of different classes can be found in the training data, but an instance can
only belong to one class. Then |L| > 2.
Multi-label classification can be solved in two different ways. The first way is
to adapt existing algorithms for binary or multi-class classification to handle
multiple labels. The second way is to transform the problem of handling multiple
labels into a problem of handling binary or multi-classes. There exists various
ways of performing the transformation that will greatly simplify the classification
problem. These vary in sophistication and will be further evaluated below.
The two simplest methods for transforming the problem are just to remove the
training examples that contain multi-labelled instances or selecting one class at
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random from the set of classes for the example. This is not very intelligent as
we loose a lot of information. We are also interested in finding both humans and
humans with walking aids, and the first method would remove all the instances
with humans with walking aids.
A better method is to redesign the classes so that we generate an accumulated
single-class power set P (L) based on the multi-label instances. This means that
we observe the fact that there are instances that contain both human and walking
aid and then generate a new label named ”human AND walking aid”. So now
we have a set of new single-label classes that can be treated with a multi-class
approach H : X → P (L).
An alternative to this method is to train one binary classifier for each label. This
would create |L| classifiers Hl : X → {l,¬l} with the possible outcome true or
false. The proposed prediction would then be the union of the set of labels output
by the classifiers [Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007]. For example could we have one
classifier that separates between human and not human and one that separates
between walking aid and not walking aid. The prediction would then for example
be ”human and not walking aid” telling us that there is a human being in the
scene but no walking aids like crutches.
If we choose the method of generating an accumulated power set for the labels we
would need to train the classifier with instances containing multiple classes. This
means that the training set would contain instances of humans and instances of
humans with crutches and humans that are children with crutches and so forth.
These instances would have to be labelled accordingly with the power class. A
classification algorithm capable of handling multiple classes would then have to
be used in order to output a prediction of the scene.
If we on the other hand choose the method of constructing one binary classifier
per label we can train the classifiers using instances representing only the object
we want to identify. So for example we train with instances representing only
crutches but not any humans holding them. Or pictures of children, adults and
elderly in three different separate classifiers.
3.4.2 A Binary Approach
Dalal and Triggs [2005] took advantage of the fact that the distribution of local
intensity gradients or edge direction often can describe local object appearance
and shape rather well. They extracted Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
features from a large collection of monocular training images containing people in
various settings. Then they trained a Support Vector Machine, a binary classifier,
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with the features extracted from the training set together with features extracted
from a negative set containing pictures of empty streets.
The results Dalal and Triggs got were very good. They could present a correct
classification percentage between 84% and 89% at 10−4 false positives per win-
dow. The results show that this could be a reasonable basis for a set of binary
classifiers that can be trained to recognize various classes.
The big question is if it is possible to retrain the classifier and expect equally
good results. The problem with Dalal and Triggs’s classifier is that it is trained
on a limited dataset containing only pictures of people in city streets. Dalal
and Triggs experimented with two datasets. The first one was the MIT dataset
that contains 509 training images and 200 test images with additional left-right
reflections of those. All of the images contain people seen from the front or the
back and the people do not attain many exotic poses. The second database was a
little bit more challenging, containing private family photos and similar but they
still only contain pictures of people in quite ”normal” poses. From this dataset
they selected 1239 images for training and then generated 12180 random samples
from 1218 negative training photos without any people in them.
Since Dalal and Triggs’s classifier is a binary classifier it is only capable of looking
at the picture and determine if a region is part of a known object or not, and
it only uses one training set to determine what objects to look for. If we had
another training set containing pictures of people carrying objects like umbrellas
and backpacks we would have had the opportunity to retrain Dalal and Triggs’s
classifier. This would, in theory, make the classifier more capable of detecting
people that are occluded because they carry such objects. Of course this would
require research. The classifier might not perform equally well since occluding the
person with for example an umbrella would change the shape of the whole object
and distort the contour of the person. Dalal and Triggs mention that the shape
of the head and the shoulders were one of the most distinct discriminants that
the classifier had to work with. Loosing this discriminant feature could seriously
weaken the classifier.
If the shape of the head and the shoulders are the most discriminative features,
how can the classifier be capable of separating images from children and adults
from each other? The histograms of oriented features would probably output
quite similar feature sets for the two training sets. The only way to find out
if this approach would work and be a good way to separate the classes from
each other, is to train a set of classifiers and perform experiments. This would of
course require a large set of training data sorted on different categories containing
images with large range of pose, scale, background, illuminations, and occlusion
variations.
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of a system for training an SVM using HOG features.
Training
The architecture for performing training with Histogram of Oriented Gradients
features extracted from images together with a Support Vector Machine is out-
lined in Figure 3.3.
Each image is divided into tx ∗ ty cells consisting of u ∗ v pixels. Based on the
orientation of the image gradient for a particular pixel, a weighted vote for an
edge orientation histogram bin is performed. The distribution of local intensity
gradients are accumulated after computing the magnitude and orientation of the
intensity gradient for each pixel. The gradients make up several entries in a
feature vector for the image. The feature vectors for the images in the training
set can be used to construct the function that the classifier uses to separate
between objects and background [Memarzadeh et al., 2013].
Figure 2.3 illustrates how an image can be divided into blocks and further into
cells containing a certain number of pixels.
For classification Dalal and Triggs used a linear SVM with a soft margin and a C
value of 0.1. They got the best results when using 3*3 blocks of 6*6 pixels when
performing their experiments.
Improving the method to work in real time
Recent studies that has focused on comparing the state of the art pedestrian
detectors have concluded with the statement that HOG is still one of the best
detection methods even 12 years after its invention. In particular, Dalal and
Triggs’s combination of HOG and SVM is very good when the pedestrian is close
to the camera and processing speed is not an issue. In this particular application
on the other hand, processing speed as well as accuracy are equally important
[Dollar et al., 2009] [Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009].
Zhu et al. [2006] improved the processing speed of Dalal and Triggs’s classifier
by using AdaBoost to select the most discriminative features from the images
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2. This is a technique that is familiar from face recognition and is described
in Section 2.1.6. In order to obtain information about ”the big picture” they
discarded Dalal and Triggs’s idea of using 16*16 pixel block sizes and instead
uses blocks that vary in size, location and aspect ratio. These blocks are better
at describing larger regions as well as small regions of the image. The cascade
of classifiers created by AdaBoost also greatly benefit from having more block
sizes to separate on in order to reject the image regions that are not informative
enough. The cascade of classifiers created by AdaBoost actually started out with
the larger blocks and then continued on with the smaller ones. In order to speed
up the computation of the Histograms of Oriented Gradients for each block Zhu
et al. used the integral image representation. Zhu et al. increase the scan window
from 800 to 12800 windows per image for evaluating a 240 * 320 pixel image. This
method is similar to the method described in Section 2.1.6, which describes the
usage of AdaBoost for face recognition.
Enzweiler and Gavrila [2009] conclude in their survey on pedestrian detection
that cascades are better at high processing speeds and lower pedestrian image
resolutions. Their comparison between various classification approaches showed
that while HOG/SVM combinations performed with around 430 ms per 103 win-
dows, the cascade approach used around 20 ms per 103 windows. Zhu et al.’s own
experiments showed that at 800 windows per image Dalal and Triggs’s classifier
used around 500 ms and their own used around 30 ms. At 12800 windows per
image Dalal and Triggs [2005] used around 7 seconds and their own around 100
- 250 ms. This is a huge improvement of the original implementation.
3.4.3 Classifying Pedestrians
As discussed, Dalal and Triggs has already solved the problem of general pedes-
trian detection where the light conditions are good and the pedestrians are not
occluded. An implementation of the classifier is available in the OpenCV 3 frame-
work and this implementation was tried out using the Bumblebee2 camera. Fig-
ure 3.5 show the result of testing the classifier on a video-stream from the camera.
2In April 2006, the Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories applied for the U.S. Patent of
this algorithm under application number 20070237387.
3OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open source computer vision and
machine learning software library containing more than 2500 optimized algorithms.
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Table 3.4: HOG multi-scale detection results
Resolution Time FPS Accuracy
768x1024 2667 - 3307 ms 0,37 - 0,30 97 %
384x512 640 - 812 ms 1,56 - 1,23 95 %
192x256 94 - 140 ms 10,64 - 7,14 91 %
120x160 46 - 47 ms 21,73 - 21,27 45 %
96x128 15 - 16 ms 66,66 - 62,50 0 %
Testing Dalal and Triggs standard HOG detector
In order to test the speed and accuracy of the implemented detector a series of
100 frames was recorded as a video to be used as test data for an experiment.
The camera was positioned 70 cm above the ground pointing directly at a person
walking around in a well lit room. The person never left the field of view of the
camera.
The program that I wrote to perform the experiments read the frames one by one
and performed detection using the multi scale detection algorithm provided in
OpenCV. I performed the experiments with different resolution by down sampling
the frames using a Gaussian pyramid before running the detector. The C++ code
for reading the image, down sampling and run the detector is shown below. The
parameters are all default.
image = imread(frame_path, CV_LOAD_IMAGE_COLOR);
cv::pyrDown(image,image);
hog.detectMultiScale(im, f, 0, Size(8,8), Size(32,32), 1.05, 2);
The specifications of the system used to run the experiments were:
• CPU: Intel Core i5 2.57 Ghz (4 cores)
• Memory: 8 GB.
• GPU: ATI Radeon HD5700
• OS: Windows 7 Professional 64 bit.
As we can see from the results presented in Table 3.4 the detector has good
accuracy above a resolution of 192x256. An accuracy of 91 - 97 % is not that
bad and in real world application we will have more than one frame to perform
the detection on. The accuracy drop quickly if the frames get any smaller. At
120x160, the accuracy is as low as 45%. The detector can not find anything if the
resolution gets any smaller than that. Since more sub windows must be examined
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Figure 3.4: HOG multi-scale detection result on frame with one person seen from
front.
Figure 3.5: Testing the implementation of Dalal and Triggs classifier in OpenCV.
in the sliding window search the detector is very slow at larger resolutions. This
is a problem since it will not work in real-time without any improvements.
Solem [2011] performed similar experiments in order to evaluate whether the
HOG detector could be used with his Intelligent Sliding Door. The results he got
was very similar. On a short video that he recorded he achieved an accuracy of
100% on frames with 480x640 resolution and an average detection time of 650
ms. This is very close to what I got. The same goes for the other resolutions he
tried out and any differences probably stems from the fact that he used another
video in his experiments.
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Figure 3.6: HOG multi-scale detection result on frame with one person seen from
front pushing a rollator.
Testing Dalal and Triggs standard HOG detector on person with rol-
lator
One problem with the skeleton algorithm in NITE used together with the Kinect
sensor is that it is not able to recognize persons that are occluded by objects like
for example a rollator. The standard HOG detector in OpenCV was tested on
this task to see if it could handle the task any better than the skeleton algorithm
provided with NITE. A second video consisting of 121 frames showing a person
walking in a circle pushing a rollator while slightly leaning forward was recorded.
The standard HOG detector were able to accurately detect the person in 98.3 %
of the frames. This is very good and it shows that the method can be used to
detect pedestrians that are partially occluded. A frame with positive predicted
detection area is shown in Figure 3.6.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Results of the HOG detector on person occluded by an umbrella.
Testing Dalal and Triggs standard HOG detector on person occluded
by umbrella
As mentioned in the previous section, the skeleton algorithm in NITE can not
detect occluded objects. One common object that pedestrians carry around is an
umbrella. Kheradmandi and Strom [2012] complained about this object causing
a lot of problems for their detection algorithm. The standard HOG detector in
OpenCV was tested on this task as well. A video consisting of 160 frames with
a person standing in front of the camera with a red umbrella was recoded. The
person in the video turned around a bit and positioned the umbrella in various
positions above his head and in front of his upper body. As an effect the person
is to a larger and smaller degree occluded by the umbrella.
The results were surprisingly enough perfect. The detector managed to give
accurate predictions in all of the frames achieving an accuracy of 100 %. Two
results from the detection can be seen in Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b. The fact
that the umbrella is bright red towards a uniform background might make it
easier for the classification algorithm to give good predictions since it has a very
clear outline with good contrast to work with.
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Testing Dalal and Triggs standard HOG detector on wheelchairs
It is also interesting to know if the default detector is able to recognize people
sitting in a wheelchair right out of the box. In order to test the detector on this
scenario another experiment was conducted. Another video was recorded of a
person in a wheelchair moving in front of the camera. The video consisted of 100
frames and was very similar to the other videos previously described.
First the detector were run on the video with a resolution of 1024x768. In Fig-
ure 3.9 two frames from the video can be seen. In Figure 3.9a and in most other
frames, no positive prediction was made by the default detector. This is as ex-
pected since it is not trained on images containing wheelchairs. The detector
did however give positive predictions of the upper arm, lover arm and legs of the
person in the wheelchair in some of the frames when the person was seen from
the front. This is probably because this view of the person in the wheelchair is
more similar to a person standing upright and less of the wheelchair than the
person is visible in the frame. This can be seen in Figure 3.8b.
The results when running the detector on frames with the lower resolution 256x192
were slightly different. The detector were still not able to find anything in the
majority of the frames but it was able to give accurate predictions of the upper
body and the wheel of the wheelchair in six frames where the person was seen
directly from the side. This can be seen in Figure 3.9b and probably stems from
the fact that the shape of the upper body is more similar to that of a person
standing upright in these frames. The frame in Figure 3.9c show how the de-
tector still give positive predictions in the area where the legs of the person in
the wheelchair are. This might also be because the silhouette and contours are
very distinct in this area and the color of the pants are in high contrast to the
background.
The results show that the standard detector does not work well on people in
wheelchairs. In order to detect other pedestrian categories than regular pedestri-
ans standing upright, some other approaches must be taken. These are further
discussed in the following subsections.
3.4.4 Classifying Wheelchairs
Wheelchairs are one of the most common supplementary instruments for disabled
people with walking difficulties. Two approaches for detecting wheelchairs were
examined. These were influenced by Myles et al. [2002]’s and Hosotani et al.
[2009]’s approaches to the problem.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Results of the HOG detector on person in wheelchair in high resolution
images.
Classifying wheelchairs with HOG and SVM
Dalal and Triggs’s HOG features cue, as mentioned in Section 3.4.2, mainly on
silhouette contours like the head, shoulders and feet of the pedestrians. It is
reasonable to think that people in wheelchairs will make good targets for this
kind of classification since their appearance is less morph-able than that of a
walking pedestrian. Of course there are large variations in appearance between
the various wheelchair models as well since there are so many to chose from, but
some parts like the wheels should be rather uniform for many wheelchair models.
The head of the person in the wheelchair is also sticking out on top of the chair
so the silhouette of the head and shoulders should be very distinct like it is with
a walking pedestrian.
An attempt at training a custom detector based on the implementation of Dalal
and Triggs’s classifier in OpenCV was done. The code was rewritten so that
the detector could be trained with a custom training set and OpenCV’s SVM
implementation. In Section 3.4.2 the architecutre for performing training with
HOG features and a SVM is described. The main parts of the program can also
be seen in Figure 3.3.
A total of 90 images containing people in wheelchairs were found using Google’s
image search. In some of the images there were only empty wheelchairs without
any people in them. Most of the images were taken from the front and the person
in the wheelchair was facing slightly to one side of the image so that one of the
wheels on the wheelchair were showing.
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Figure 3.9: Results of the HOG detector on person in wheelchair in low resolution
images.
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Table 3.5: Parameters used for the Support Vector Machine.
SVM type CvSVM :: EPS SV R Support vector regression
Kernel type CvSVM :: LINEAR Linear Kernel
C 0.01
p 0.5
As negative training images, the images containing only empty city streets from
the INRIA Person dataset were chosen. This is the same training set that the
default HOG detector was trained on.
In the program both the negative and positive training images are first read and
then resized to 64x128 pixels. Then HOG features are computed for each image
and labelled accordingly with its class value (positive or negative). The images
needed to be the same size in order for the feature vectors to become the same
size because of the way the images are divided into blocks. A picture of 64*128
pixels returns a feature vector of size 3780 that can be labelled either as a positive
or negative image in order to supervise the classifier. Then the SVM is trained
using the same parameters as Dalal and Triggs used in their classifier. These are
stated in Table 3.5
In order to make the OpenCV implementation of SVM work together with the
HOG implementation, the trained SVM was saved to file and the primal form of
the normal vector to the hyperplane was calculated. In order to minimize the
distance between the separating margins w · x− b = 1 and w · x− b = −1 which
is 2‖w‖ , we need to minimize ‖ w ‖.
This optimization problem can be solved by standard quadratic programming
techniques and the ”stationary” Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition implies that the
solution can be expressed as a linear combination of the training vectors [Wiki-





The vector of α values, y and x were found in the saved SVM file, and primal
form was calculated based on the equation above.
In order to evaluate the custom trained detector a series of 100 frames were
recorded. This video was very similar to the one used to evaluate the standard
HOG detectors performance on wheelchairs. The frames were resized to 384x512
pixels and the detection time was around 650 ms. The custom detector was able
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Figure 3.10: The best results of the custom HOG detector.
to make a positive prediction in 72 of 100 frames. Most of the predictions were
only partial predictions where one of the legs of the person in the wheelchair was
recognized or only the head and part of the torso of the person. In 31 of the
frames a very good prediction was given and large parts or the whole object was
inside the detection window. Some of the best results can be seen in Figure 3.10.
One thing that is worth noticing is that there are no false positives in the back-
ground. The video was shot in a very simple scene of course, but it is clear that
the negative set in the INRIA person dataset is very much suitable for the custom
classifier as well.
This attempt at training a custom classifier shows that it is very much possible
to use this technique to recognize wheelchairs in monocular video. I am very
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happy with how well the custom classifier is working at this stage. Training
a classifier of this kind requires a lot of experimenting with various techniques
for tuning the training set and parameters of the Support Vector Machine. It
is possible that Dalal and Triggs utilized a technique where they identified the
areas of each training image that generated false positives in a run and then
used the image-areas as additional negative training data. It’s also possible that
they used Bootstrap Aggregating or Bagging. A technique where the training
set is divided into a number of new training sets by sampling uniformly with
replacement from the initial set. In order to make a fully functional classifier
that is able to detect wheelchairs it is necessary to continue collecting more
suitable training data and tune the parameters for training. 90 images of people
in wheelchairs is not enough. More training data containing images of wheelchairs
seen from more angles are needed. The images need to be of both empty and not
empty wheelchairs as well.
Classifying wheelchairs using Hough transform and face recognition
Myles et al. [2002] chose a model-based approach for finding wheelchairs in video.
They used Hough transform in combination with a color predicate algorithm in
order to find the wheels on the wheelchair as well as the face of the person sitting
in the wheelchair.
Hough transform is a technique for extracting features from images. It is capable
of finding objects of a given shape in an image by performing voting in a parameter
space. The technique is more thoroughly described in Section 2.1.5. OpenCV
has an implementation of the Hough transform for finding circles in images. It
also has an implementation of a face detection algorithm based on Viola and
Jones [2001]’s Haar-like features and Lienhart and Maydt [2002] improvements
on the technique. The algorithm refines the features in a cascaded structure using
AdaBoost. A more thorough introduction to Haar-like features and AdaBoost is
given in Section 2.1.6.
A small program was written in order to try out the effectiveness of the methods
for finding wheels and faces in images of people in wheelchairs. The face detection
algorithm was used instead of the color predicate algorithm. The program loaded
an image containing a person in a wheelchair, converted it to gray scale, blurred
the image using a Gaussian blur and then the two classifiers were run on the
pre-processed image. Some of the results can be seen in Figure 3.11.
In Figure 3.11a it is shown how the wheel on the wheelchair is detected even
though it is skewed a little bit away from the camera and the lighting conditions
are not that good. The faces of the three ladies in the background are also
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Figure 3.11: Results from the Hough transformation and face recognition exper-
iments. (Adapted from Flickr users ”Schipulites”, ”Official U.S. Navy Page” and
”Engineering for change”.)
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detected, but the face of the person in the wheelchair in the foreground was not
detected. The reason for this is probably that she is facing away from the camera
and there is a lot of shadow in her face. Further, there are two false positive
matches for faces in the picture which is not very good.
In the second picture 3.11b the Hough transformed functioned perfectly and were
able to find the largest wheel on the wheelchair. The little wheel in front of the
wheelchair on the other hand was not recognized. The face detector did not find
the face of the person sitting in the wheelchair either. This is probably because
the person is facing away from the camera.
Making the Hough transform work efficiently required tweaking the parameters
of the algorithm a lot. The third picture 3.11c show that the classifier is prone
to fail terribly on some of the input images. The image contains a very large
amount of false wheel positives. The face of the referee were detected but there
is also one false positive face.
It is feasible that this model-based approach can be successfully used in combina-
tion with the image intensity approach using HOG and SVM as a weak classifier
in some kind of ensemble structure since it provides a hint to whether or not
there is a person and a wheel in the image area.
3.4.5 Classifying Bicycles
Even though a pedestrian can look different when attaining different poses and
moving around, the outline of a person standing upright is similar from all view
angles. When it comes to the outline of a bicycle, this changes dramatically
according to view angle. A bicycle seen from the side looks very different than
one seen from the front or the rear. There are also large intra-class variations
in how various bicycle models look like. For example the difference between a
tandem bike and a mountain bike. In addition a bicycle is a complex object that
in the presence of a signal controlled pedestrian crossing most likely will have a
person walking next to the bicycle or riding the bicycle.
Some attempts at detecting bicycles are discussed in Section 2.3.5. Based on the
results I got on the wheelchair classification in Section 3.4.4 and the results of
Jung et al. [2012] and Cho et al. [2010] it should be feasible to detect bicycles
using HOG and SVM.
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3.4.6 Inferring the Age of the Pedestrian
How can we be able to separate children from adults? As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.4.2 a classifier based on Histograms of Oriented Gradients features will
probably not be very capable of separating between children and adults as long
as they have similar shape and contours. A natural approach would be to combine
the detected object with some information about size and in particular height. In
the following section it is described how we can take advantage of what we know
about the growth of children to calculate the probability of an observed pedes-
trian being a certain age given the observed height. A program was written to
perform the calculations and the results can be seen in Table A.1 and Table A.2.
If we are able to detect a ”normal” pedestrian in a stereo image using the HOG
and SVM classifier, we know the location of the object in the image. We can
also estimate the depth of the detected object using triangulation with the pair
of cameras on the sensor. Then we can estimate the real size of the object
in a coordinate system using techniques from photogrammetry and projective
geometry.
Given additional information about what gender a pedestrian is we can with some
probability infer what age a pedestrian is. We can do this because of the fact that
human beings grow in height from the day they are born and up until puberty
when they are fully grown. Growth happens in stages and one often separate
between four stages. These are the embryonic-, infancy-, early childhood- and
puberty-stage. The child grows fast in the first year with an average 25 cm. Then
the growth gradually decreases and the second year the average child grows about
12,5 cm. From 2 to 4 years the average growth is about 7 cm and from 4 to 6
years the average growth is 6 cm. After that the child grows in average 5,5 cm
each year until puberty. During puberty a girl might grow about 9 cm per year,
and boys might grow as much as 10 cm each year. After puberty the epiphyseal
growth plates in the long bones in the body grow together and closes so that the
person stop growing.
Since the growth of the human body is very similar among healthy individuals
it is possible to observe a very smooth growth curve. Factors such as diseases
and ethnicity will of course affect the result. Regular health examinations are
standard in Norway and very good statistical data about height of children exist.
According to the ”National guidelines for weighing and measuring in health clin-
ics and school health” published by the Directorate of Health in Norway, there
are two recommended sources for growth curves. These are the growth study con-
ducted in Bergen P.B.Juliusson et al. [2009] and growth curves from the World
Health Organisation.
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There are also height curves available from the World Health Organisation. The
height curves are given as percentiles where the 3rd, 15th, 50th, 85th and 97th
percentile are traced as graphs. There is one height curve for boys and one for
girls between the ages of 5 and 19.
By using these graphs we can generate the Normal Gaussian distributions for
each age between 5 and 19 by using the 50th percentile as the mean µ and then
estimating the standard deviation σ by using the distance from the 3rd and 97th
percentile divided by 4. We can do this because we know that for a Normal
Gaussian distribution, two standard deviations from the mean accounts for 95%
of the dataset.
This calculation is based on the assumption that there is an equal amount of
pedestrians in all ages. This is probably not the case in the real world. It is
probably more likely to see an 19 year old boy wandering in the streets than a 5
year old girl.
Calculations
The growth-curve from WHO is given as distributions for P (height|age). We
need to get the distributions for P (age|height) in order to find age given the
observed height. This can be done by first defining discrete intervals of height
and age. Then we generate approximate normal Gaussian distributions for the
various heights and perform a simulation in order to generate a population of
individuals that follows the distribution that we approximated. The simulation
is done by drawing a given number of individuals from the distribution. Since
we now have approximated the population we can count how many individuals
with the given age belong in the various discrete heights and find the distribution
P (age|height).
A program was written in order to perform the simulation and generate the
discrete distributions. The output were two tables that can be used to look up
the probability of a certain age given the height. The results can be seen in
Table A.1 and Table A.2 in Appendix A.
Gender classification
Since 1991 a number of attempts at creating systems that can recognize gender
from images of faces has been conducted. Most of the attempts has been made
on images acquired in a controlled environment and a lot of different algorithms
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like AdaBoost, SVM and Principal Component Analysis has been tried out on
various feature extraction techniques [Wang et al., 2010].
Detecting faces in real scenes in real time and then perform gender classification
on the faces are a very difficult problem due to the significant appearance varia-
tions, which include facial expressions, illumination changes, head pose variations,
occlusion or make-up, poor image quality, and so on [Shan, 2012].
Shan studied the problem of classifying gender on images from unconstrained
environments. They note that this is a relatively understudied area, but their
results are quite good. In order to extract features from the faces they used
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and then selected the discriminative features using
AdaBoost. Then they used an SVM for classification on the selected features.
The result were good with a performance of about 94.81%.
Hopefully, the results will be even better in the future as more research is con-
ducted in this area. Many domains can benefit from better gender and face clas-
sification. This includes intelligent user interfaces, visual surveillances, collecting
demographic statistics for marketing and so forth [Shan, 2012].
Another approach for classifying gender was taken by Shan et al. [2007]. They
used Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) to fuse information about the persons
gait and face together in order to more robustly classify gender. Their system
achieved a recognition performance of 97.2% and show that this approach may
work as a good alternative to pure face recognition.
If we, in the future, are able to detect the pedestrians gender based on gait and/or
face, the proposed method for calculating the persons age should be feasible. If
the systems should not mature fast enough, it might be possible to simplify the
problem and calculate P (age|height) as a mean for both genders. This should in
any case give an approximation to whether the object is a school-child or an full
grown adult.
3.4.7 Detecting Large Groups of Children
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, groups of children may be travelling with a kinder-
garten or elementary school class. These groups may be quite large and require
some extra time when crossing the road. It is not very efficient for these groups
to divide in two and cross the road in two groups to be totally certain that they
have enough time to cross the road in the given green time.
These groups often use reflective vests for extra visibility. This could function
as a strong visual clue that could enhance the detection. Memarzadeh et al.
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Figure 3.12: An ensemble of binary classifiers for detecting various pedestrian
categories.
[2013] add color information to their HOG descriptors before classification with
an SVM. They generate a histogram of colors using the Hue-Saturation-Value
(HSV) instead of the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space in order to detect the
color of the reflective vest on the workers in a construction site. They summarize
a histogram that count the occurrences of a set of evenly spaced normalized hue
and saturation values. These values are added to the HOG descriptors to form
the HOG+C descriptors.
Detecting a crowd of objects with low height and distinct neon-colors could be a
strong clue to discriminate this pedestrian category.
3.4.8 An Ensemble of Binary Classifiers
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, many binary classifiers can be combined to solve
the multi-label classification problem. As discussed in the previous subsections a
lot of approaches has been tried out in order to solve the problem of classifying the
separate pedestrian categories. The method that has been identified as having
produced the most successful results so far is a combination of Histogram of
Oriented Gradients features combined with AdaBoost and SVM. By training
various classifiers to recognize various categories we can create an ensemble of
binary classifiers that can be run in parallel in order to separate out the regions
of an image that contains an interesting object. The architecture for such an
ensemble of classifiers can be seen in Figure 3.12.
In order to search through the input image a sliding window search may be
performed. The image is then divided into a large set of spatial regions that are
scanned by the detectors. Figure 3.13 show how a region in a picture of a person
in a wheelchair is analysed by the classifiers in order to output a prediction for
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Figure 3.13: Predictions made by the classifiers on a sliding window region.
Figure 3.14: Inferring pedestrian age.
the region. This prediction would consist of a set of true/false values given by
each classifier. The whole image is scanned with overlapping windows in order
to give a prediction for the whole image and detect the present categories.
The architecture for inferring pedestrian age is outlined in Figure 3.14. This
architecture show how a blob first can be separated from the background and
further processed in an attempt to extract information about gender and height
using the shape of the blob and face recognition. The age of the pedestrian is
then inferred using the P (age|height) calculations described in Section 3.4.6.
These architectures can be further extended with other classifiers in order to
maximize the discriminative force between the classifiers and make them more
robust to objects that are partially occluded. Other weak classifiers that can
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help with classifying more high-level abstractions like age and visual impairment
based on face recognition, spatial and temporal information like movement and




Based on the work done in order to learn more about the users of a signal con-
trolled pedestrian crossing it is clear that the systems in use today does not take
into account that various users have different needs when travelling in traffic. De-
signing the timing for the lights based on a theoretic walking speed of 1.2 meters
per second is both inefficient and unsafe when taking into account that studies
have shown that some elderly walk way slower than that, and young healthy
individuals can walk much faster.
A number of pedestrian categories have been identified and are separated based
on age and physical abilities. They are chosen based on the idea that some groups
are more vulnerable in traffic than others or simply walk faster or slower than
what is counted as the average walking speed. This is information that can help
with improving the efficiency of the CBR system and controlling the traffic lights.
In addition it has been necessary to evaluate what categories needs to be further
studied in order to make the detection more robust. Like for example a person
carrying an umbrella.
The system is supposed to function in the environment around the signal con-
trolled pedestrian crossing. Various sensors have been evaluated based on how
well they can function in such an environment. The Kinect sensor that is used
in the existing CBR system is not robust enough to be functional in an outdoor
environment. It is not developed for this purpose and another sensor must be
utilized. The Bumblebee2 camera was identified as being more suited for the
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purpose and have many of the qualities that are needed for real world applica-
tion. Still, its capabilities for capturing stereo data is not as good as many of the
Lidar sensors on the market.
Mainly a visual approach was taken in order to solve the classification problem.
Based on the results of the structured literature review and research into the
current work in the field, as well as results from a series of experiments, it was
clear that methods from computer vision that makes use of distributions of local
intensity gradients and edge directions in images have given the most successful
results at classifying objects in natural scenes. Combining this image representa-
tion with the machine learning methods AdaBoost and Support Vector Machines
have been the most successful so far. Other studies have successfully improved
Dalal and Triggs [2005]’s method by computing Histograms of Oriented Gradi-
ents with varying block size for the image and using AdaBoost for selecting the
most discriminant features and for constructing a cascade of rejection classifiers.
This gives close to real-time performance for detecting one pedestrian category.
These methods have been evaluated and it has been discussed how they can be
used to successfully discriminate between various pedestrian categories.
During a series of experiments the standard implementation of Dalal and Trigg’s
HOG/SVM classifier has been evaluated to see how fast the detection algorithm is
on different video resolutions. Further it has been tested on the task of detecting
”normal” pedestrians standing upright, a pedestrian pushing a rollator and a
pedestrian occluded by an umbrella. It has also been tested on the task of
detecting a person sitting in a wheelchair. This proved to be a difficult task, and
therefore a custom classifier was trained to detect a person in a wheelchair. The
results shows that it is possible, through further work, to train such a classifier.
Since the pedestrians can belong to more than one category, an approach to
solving this multi-label classification problem had to be chosen. The proposed
solution to this problem is to construct an ensemble of binary classifiers trained
to detect one category each. By using a sliding window search on the input
image, the ensemble of binary classifiers will output multiple predictions for each
window saying whether or not an object is present in the image region.
The visual approach is suited for detecting the most distinct categories. Further
evaluation and more intricate reasoning is on the other hand needed in order to
detect more complex variables like age of the pedestrian. The HOG and SVM
approach is not suited for discriminating children from adults in images since they
share the same discriminative hints to the classifier like the shape of the head and
shoulders. An approach for acquiring the necessary information is outlined and
discussed. This approach makes use of the fact that human beings grow steadily
until puberty and thus the height of children in a given age will be distributed
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normally. By segmenting out the moving object from the sensor data and further
inferring the heigh of the object we can combine the height with information
about gender to estimate the pedestrians age. The gender of the pedestrian can
for example be detected by using face recognition.
In order to preserve the systems ability to inferring the pedestrians intention to
cross the road or not, it is discussed how a system could be designed in order to
facilitate for extracting the information needed for the reasoning. After acquir-
ing the sensor data, segmentation and tracking is performed either before or in
parallel to the classification. Further, the pose of the object can be estimated
and the gestures, actions and behaviours of the object can be used to infer the
pedestrians intention. The classification and intention can in turn be fed into the
CBR system.
Based on the identified parts needed in order to construct a full system that
can support the CBR system as well as perform multi-label classification, an
architecture was outlined. This architecture can function as the basis for further
work and implementations.
4.2 Discussion
The pedestrian categories that have been identified are chosen because they have
different abilities and characteristics. Efficiency when it comes to how fast a
pedestrian is able to get across the road was pointed out as one of the key variables
that likely could improve the CBR system. Healthy people in all ages move faster
than what has been pointed out as the average walking speed. Disabled, injured
or elderly may on the other hand walk slower. Another factor that has been
identified as important is safety. If a pedestrian should be left in the middle of
the road for some reason it is naive to think that the cars in the conflicting lane
will spot the pedestrian and evade. This is a dangerous situation and therefore
it is of interest to be able to detect the presence of a vulnerable pedestrian.
Behaviour is a very useful clue for identifying what categories are vulnerable.
Children, for example, might behave in an irrational way because they lack the
experience needed in order to safely assess the traffic situation. The third factor,
which actually might be the most important thing to think about if this system
is to be realised, is what varieties of the categories are especially hard to detect
and need more work. A pedestrian holding an umbrella or a big box might be
so occluded by the item that it will trick the detection algorithm into believing
that it is something else than a person. This was one of the biggest problems
with the Kinect and the skeleton algorithm in NITE. Finding the most regular
varieties is therefore important in order to know what to expect and make sure
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that the detection algorithms are robust enough to handle all scenarios in real
world application.
Finding a suitable sensor is key since it is the first tier in accurately perceiving
the environment. The Bumblebee2 sensor has been identified as being a suitable
replacement for the Kinect sensor that was used previously. The Kinect was not
designed to be used in the outdoor environment in which the traffic lights are
located and it is not robust enough to be able to operate under the changing
weather conditions and detect objects at long distances. The Bumblebee2 is not
a perfect replacement since it struggles with many of the same problems as the
Kinect. It works in a similar way but uses triangulation from two RGB cameras
instead of depending on reading IR light reflected from the sensor and on to
the surfaces. Thus it is still dependent on good lighting conditions. Much work
has been done in finding other sensors that can work well for this application
and Lidar might also be a good option since it is capable of measuring distances
with great accuracy in changing lighting conditions. Combining different sen-
sors like monocular and infrared might also be a good solution in order to cope
with changing weather and lighting condition. The Bumblebee2 is still a good
replacement since it delivers both monocular and stereo data to a reasonable
price compared to other alternatives such as Lidar and in addition methods for
classification based on monocular images are more mature than methods based
on for example point clouds.
Figure 3.2 show how a system that can support the CBR system could be de-
signed. In the previous system, the Kinect and the algorithms implemented in
NITE handled all the segmentation, tracking and classification. The architecture
show the various pieces that are needed in a system that can not only replace
the Kinect and NITE, but also extend their functionality. In order to be able
to find the intention of the detected object, distance, speed, heading and body
alignment must be inferred. This is done after the object has been segmented
from the background and tracking has been initialized. Much work has been
done in trying to infer a persons posture and further actions and behaviour, but
going as far as trying to interpret the persons intention to do something is not
a well known task. Further the architecture show how classification can be done
directly on the input data, as a step after segmentation or based on information
acquired about the objects movements, actions, and similar.
Since this is a multi-label classification problem, an ensemble of binary classifiers
was chosen as classification strategy. This decision was taken based on the fact
that the most successful existing classification methods that were identified in
the literature survey were binary classifiers that take advantage of local shape
and appearance using well-normalized dense histograms of gradient orientation.
Combining this type of feature with a cascade for selecting the optimal feature
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set can make the method function in real-time. Optimizing the detection method
so that the classification can be run fast enough for the application remains to be
done. This might be a matter of selecting an approach based on a sliding window
with a cascade of increasing complexity, or by restricting the search space based
on hints about the objects location in the image.
Training the binary classifiers based on visual clues require large amounts of
training data in order to effectively train the classifiers to separate between the
wanted objects and the background. The negative training set can be reused
between the classes as it mostly contains pictures of empty city streets. Finding
pictures of for example wheelchairs to be used as positive training images for that
category is a time consuming process but needs to be done. Using data mining
and automatic labelling might be useful for finding good training images.
Not all pedestrian categories are equally trivial to detect using the visual ap-
proach. Separating children from adults are as mentioned a more intricate task
since they look very similar when it comes to appearance and shape. More com-
plex methods based on a priori models or movement might be needed to separate
these classes from each other and the background. The proposed solution for
inferring age is based on the assumption that a ”normal” person can be detected
in the image. Using information about gender and height, the age can then be
estimated using the relationship between height and age in a population. This is
of course a rough simplification since many other factors influence the relation-
ship between height and age. The hypothesis is still that since the majority of the
population follow a strict pattern of growth it is possible to use this information
to infer age. When it comes to detecting visual impaired, this is something that
remains to be studied. The best bet is to research the possibility of using patterns
of motion or face recognition to separate this category from other pedestrians.
Face recognition has also been mentioned as a method that can help with classifi-
cation. The methods for determining peoples age or gender based on faces alone
are not mature enough to be used in this application. Most existing methods
require clear images with high resolution in order to be able to produce good
results.
It remains to be seen how good the discriminative force is between the ensemble
of classifiers. Given that Dalal and Triggs [2005]’s HOG and SVM classifiers
most discriminative clue is the outline of the persons head and shoulder, it will
be interesting too see how well the ensemble can separate between a person
and a person in a wheelchair. Finding the balance between discriminative force
and robustness is difficult but key in increasing the effectiveness of the classifier
ensemble. On one hand we don not want the classifier to give out false positives
and on the other hand we want it to be very good at separating between many
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different pedestrian categories. In addition we want the system to function in the
complex environment in which the traffic domain reside and be able to handle
multiple objects with changing shape, texture, large intra-class variations and
occlusion. It might be a lot to ask at this point, but by using the architecture
as a starting point and implementing more and more complex classifiers while
still retaining the discriminative ability of the classifier ensemble should lead to
a functioning system with increasingly better capabilities. Keeping in mind that
the multiple fields of research that this thesis touches are gaining more and more
momentum and better methods that can support this work is being developed in
research institutions around the world.
4.3 Contributions
In this thesis the architecture for a system that can perceive the environment
around a signal controlled pedestrian crossing and reason about the objects in its
vicinity has been outlined. Increasingly higher levels of abstraction are needed
in order to make meaning out of the information collected by the sensor. This
process of refinement stipulates itself through various methods from the research
fields of computer vision, image processing and machine learning that together
make up a full system for detection, classification, tracking and reasoning about
intention.
The proposed system can complement the CBR system created by Kheradmandi
and Strom [2012] by providing information about the walking speed, type and
intention of the pedestrians in the vicinity of the traffic light.
Outlining this system involved identifying the most important users of the signal
controlled pedestrian crossing when it comes to speed, efficiency and safety. In
addition varieties that make pedestrians especially hard to detect has been eval-
uated. Further a suitable sensor for perceiving the environment has been chosen
and methods for detecting the pedestrians and classify them into various multi-
labelled classes has been identified and evaluated. This evaluation has been based
on review of existing work in the field and through conducting a series of exper-
iments to test the speed and accuracy of Dalal and Triggs [2005]’s HOG/SVM
classifier.
As mentioned before, one outcome of the experiments were a new wheelchair
classifier based on Dalal and Triggs’ classifier. The results when training the
classifiers on 90 positive images were very good keeping in mind that training
such a classifier is a tedious process that requires a lot of tweaking of the training
data and parameters. This classifier can be further extended in the future and
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then solves the problem of detecting wheelchairs in city streets.
Another outcome is as mentioned before calculations of P (Age | Height) that
can be used to infer the age of a detected pedestrian given its height. This can
be used to separate children from adults.
Even though many attempts at detecting pedestrians in video has been made, no
identified existing systems are able to detect multiple pedestrians in real-time in
traffic scenes and classify them into various multi-labelled pedestrian categories.
Even less track them over multiple frames and infer the pedestrians intentions to
cross the road or not.
This work provides a large step towards solving this difficult task by discussing
the key difficulties that needs to be tackled and some of the opportunities that
can be taken advantage of when implementing a full system. An architecture
of a full system capable of performing this classification has been outlined and
presented in this thesis.
4.4 Future Work
The proposed architecture has been designed in an attempt to outline a system
that can complement Kheradmandi and Strom [2012]’s CBR system. A system
that is capable of perceiving the environment around the traffic light and reason
about the objects in its vicinity is as discussed made up of many different parts.
These parts all have its strengths and weaknesses. It is necessary to make a full
implementation of the system in order to evaluate how these parts best can be
combined in order to optimize the systems performance.
This can be done by first implementing the parts of the system that captures
information from the sensor, segments out the background and tracks blobs over
multiple frames. When those pieces are in place, the system can be extended
in different directions in order to construct the pieces that handles classification
and inferring of the users intention.
Solem [2011] used a distinct set of variables that was trivial to extract using
the Kinect sensor and NITE. Since the Kinect sensor has been replaced with
the Bumblebee2 camera, further work have to be done in order to find suitable
methods for separating objects from each other and the background, track them
over multiple frames and infer their position, orientation and speed. This should
be possible to do by combining methods of segmentation and photogrametry and
by using the useful depth data provided by the stereo camera.
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In the report it is described how taking a visual approach to classifying distinct
objects like persons standing upright, wheelchairs and bicycles might be a good
option since good results have been showed before by people like Dalal and Triggs
[2005] and Memarzadeh et al. [2013] Using visual clues like distributions of local
intensity gradients and edge directions in images have performed well in the past.
Binary classifiers that can give accurate predictions about the presence of certain
pedestrian categories in the scene should be trained. Especially the wheelchair
classifier has proven to be a good point to start since a functional classifier with
low accuracy has already been trained through the work in this thesis. In order to
train these binary classifiers a lot of training data would have to be collected. This
training data should consist of images of wheelchairs, bicycles and pedestrians
with various disabilities and visual impairments. Images of pedestrians carrying
heavy or large objects or umbrellas should also be collected in an attempt to train
more robust classifiers that can handle occluded pedestrians. The training data
can then be used to train the various binary classifiers. Training such classifiers
require a lot of trial and error in optimizing the parameters of the classification
algorithm and tuning of the training data in order to reduce the amount of false
positives.
It is necessary to speed up the HOG/SVM detector to work in real time. HOG
features with varying block sizes and AdaBoost for selecting the best features in
a rejection cascade together with the successful linear SVM is one solution, but
this algorithm is patented so it might be necessary to evaluate other methods.
An improvement of the speed of this method would be of great benefit to the
research area and its application areas given its great discriminative performance
on pedestrians versus background.
When the parts of the system that are capable of tracking and inferring informa-
tion about the position and orientation of the objects are in place, it is interesting
to see if this information can be used as cues for helping with the classification.
It has previously been discussed how classifying more complex features like age
or visual impairment might be difficult by using only visual cues. Information
about movements or speed or even more high level abstractions like poses, actions
or activities could in theory help with separating various pedestrian categories
from each other. It might be reasonable to believe that a visual impaired move
in a slightly different way than a person with normal vision.
When the HOG and SVM method has been further evaluated it should be clear
how well the ensemble of binary classifiers are able to discriminate between the
pedestrian categories that has been identified. It might be difficult for the visual
classifiers to separate between pedestrians and wheelchairs if one of the classifiers
is trained with pictures containing wheelchairs with persons in them. It would be
interesting to see how altering the training data with slight variations can affect
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the performance of the classifier ensemble.
The detection process that has been discussed in the thesis is based on a slid-
ing window search. It could probably be of great use to the system to have a
confidence value connected to the prediction. By using an ensemble of binary
classifiers we only know the confidence of the predictions by the precision of the
classifiers on the test data. This precision will stay the same as long as the
classifier is not re-trained. The system could monitor the detection area as long
as there is a red light for the pedestrians. It has the opportunity to adjust the
prediction as long as the light stays red or the pedestrian stays in the field of
view.
It is clear that a lot of work remains in order to make a full functional system. In
addition there is work to be done on implementing the pedestrian classifications
and tracking data into the CBR system as variables for the case structure.
4.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this section a conclusion of the achievement of the goals and research questions
is given. The goals of this project were:
Goal 1 Having obtained a defined overview of what users of signal controlled
intersections exists and what separates them when it comes to special needs
and properties.
Goal 2 Having identified to what extent it is possible to recognize pedestrians
in the vicinity of a signal controlled pedestrian crossing and classify them
into types.
Goal 3 An outlined architecture of an experimental system that can detect
pedestrians, extract the variables used by the CBR system and at the same
time classify the pedestrians into types.
Research question 1 What users of signal regulated pedestrian crossings exists
and what separates them?
Research question 2 What sensors can be used for detecting pedestrians in
the vicinity of the signal regulated crossing?
Research question 3 What method for feature extraction can be utilized in
order to obtain the information needed in the classification process?
Research question 4 What classification algorithm is suitable for classifying
pedestrians into types?
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In order to meet goal 1, two semi-structured interviews with professionals in the
domain of road and transportation were conducted. These interviews, as well
as further review into the literature on walking speed and statistics involving
road accidents, resulted in some categories that are interesting to be able to
detect. These categories can be seen in Table 3.1 and are selected because they
either walk faster or slower, or are more vulnerable than average pedestrians.
In addition, categories that have proven to be very difficult to detect using the
reviewed classification methods, and thus need more work, are also selected. This
is discussed in Section 3.1 and also answers research question one.
After having achieved goal 1, it was clear that this is a multi-label classification
problem since the categories overlap. A pedestrian might for example be both
an adult and visually impaired. The review of existing work in the field, given in
Section 2.3, revealed many attempts at object detection in traffic scenes, and it
became apparent that this problem is very difficult because of the complexity of
the environment and the large number of different objects in the scene. Changes
in weather conditions as well as the large intra-class variabilities of the objects
caused by variations in scale, rotation, texture and occlusion makes it hard to
develop good methods with good accuracy and real-time performance. This is
discussed in Section 3.2.
Because of these difficulties, most of the existing methods are therefore either
binary classifiers based on visual features or classifiers that uses low-level spatial
and temporal features such as speed and size. No previous attempts at solving this
task as a multi-label classification problem was identified and this has therefore,
until now, been an unexplored area.
To be able to perceive the complex dynamic environment the Bumblebee2 stereo
camera was identified as being more suited for real-world application than the
Kinect sensor used previously. This camera has the capability to produce monoc-
ular as well as stereo images and point clouds. It also does not have any theoretic
maximum view distance but it is dependent on good lighting. This answers re-
search question 2.
In order to tackle the multi-label classification problem a strategy based on an
ensemble of binary classifiers were chosen. This is discussed in Section 3.4.2. In
the review it was made apparent that Dalal and Trigg’s pedestrian classification
algorithm based on Histograms of Oriented Gradients features and the Support
Vector Machine supervised learning algorithm has produced the best results at
pedestrian detection in traffic scenes in the past. In order to evaluate if this
classifier could be used as a building block in the ensemble of binary classifiers,
a series of experiments were conducted. These are described in Section 3.4.3.
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The standard implementation of Dalal and Triggs [2005]’s algorithm in OpenCV
was tried out in the lab using the Bumblebee2 camera. The multi-scale sliding
window search implemented in OpenCV was tried out on four videos containing
an adult standing upright, an adult pushing a rollator while slightly leaning
forward, an adult partially occluded by an umbrella, and lastly an adult sitting
in a wheelchair. The standard implementation was able to accurately detect the
person in the three first categories, showing that the method is better at this task
than the skeleton algorithm implemented in NITE.
The method did however use around around 640-812 ms to perform detection in
a 384x512 pixel window which is too slow for real world application. In the thesis
it is discussed how Zhu et al. [2006]’s algorithm based on AdaBoost and a cascade
of classifiers is successful of making Dalal and Trigg’s method work in real-time.
This algorithm is unfortunately patented so further work must be done in order
to find an alternative improvement. One solution could be to learn some clues
about where the pedestrian might be in the image and narrow down the search
to concentrate on a region of interest.
The standard implementation was not able to detect the person sitting in a
wheelchair. The implementation was therefore customized in order to be possible
to retrain using the SVM implemented in OpenCV. Because OpenCV is open
source it is possible to alter the source code to suite our needs. An attempt
at training a custom classifier based on Dalal and Trigg’s HOG/SVM algorithm
was performed using 90 positive images of people in wheelchairs and the negative
images from the INRIA Person training set. Now the custom classifier was able
to give positive predictions in 72 / 100 frames. 31 of these positive predictions
were very good predictions where most of the wheelchair was inside the prediction
window and no false positives were present. The results can be seen in Figure 3.10
The results show that this classification algorithm can be retrained in order to
detect other road user categories like wheelchair and bicycles, and possibly other
objects like baby strollers.
Further the OpenCV implementations of Hough transform and face recognition
based on Haar-like features were tested on the task of detecting wheels and faces
in images. The results can be seen in Figure 3.11. The results were not very
good, but it might, through further work, be used as a weak classifier in the
ensemble.
In order to infer the age of a detected pedestrian it is discussed in Section 3.4.6
how information provided by growth curves can be used to calculate the probabil-
ity of being a certain age given observed height. A program was written in order to
perform simulations of a population to estimate the probability P (Age | Height).
The results of the simulation is given in Table A.2 and Table A.1.
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It is also discussed how groups of children from a kindergarten or an elemen-
tary school walking in groups could be detected with Memarzadeh et al. [2013]’s
HOG+C features in combination with information about height. They add Hue-
Saturation-Value color information to the HOG descriptors in order to detect the
colors of the reflective vests of workers at an construction site. It is a fact that
the children wear such vests when they are out walking with the kindergarten or
elementary school.
The conclusion of goal 2 is that even though more work on making robust methods
that can perform real-time multi-label or multi-class classification in traffic scenes
is needed, all of the identified methods can be extended to work as weak classifiers
in an ensemble of binary classifiers. The identified methods for classification also
answers research questions three and four. A bit of engineering to make the
classifiers work in real-time is needed but this may be a matter of narrowing
down the search space and running the classifiers in parallel. By performing a
sliding window search on the input stream from the camera, the classifiers can
produce a true/false prediction in a window giving the image area a set of labels
indicating what pedestrian categories are present. In the real world the algorithm
could have a few frames to decide on a correct classification as the pedestrians
will be waiting for the light to change anyway.
In order to retain the systems capability to infer a pedestrians intention to cross
the road or not, the system needs some other parts in addition to the classification
algorithms. Detected pedestrians must first be separated from the background,
and if they are standing closely, from each other. Then they must be tracked
over a sequence of frames in order to infer the features used in Solem [2011]’s
intention algorithm. These can be seen in Table 3.3. All of these features were
trivial to infer using the skeleton algorithm in NITE, but is not that simple to
infer without using the Kinect. Further work must be done in this area in order
to identify methods for solving this problem.
The combination of the architecture outlined in Figure 3.2 and the ensemble of
classifiers illustrated in Figure 3.12 answers goal 3. This architecture can be used
as a basis for further implementations and experiments in order to construct
a full system that can complement Kheradmandi and Strom [2012]’s intelligent
traffic lights. Hopefully these systems can become a reality in the future and help
solving some of the issues with today’s traffic lights.
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100APPENDIX A. CALCULATIONS OF PROBABILITY OF AGEGIVEN HEIGHT.
Appendix B
Scoring of Relevant Articles
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Summary of some relevant
articles
C.1 Structured Literature Review Protocol
After the assignment had been fully formed, a literature review was conducted.
The following is summaries of some of the most relevant articles. The scoring is
given in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
C.1.1 Selection Criteria
All articles that were identified went through a process to weed out the relevant
articles. In order to be selected for further study, each article had to satisfy the
following criteria in the quality assessment:
Publication date: Published in year 1990 or later.
Include: Include the keywords that were used to search the database,
and discuss the relationship between the areas of study mentioned in the
keywords. These studies could include new developments in the respective
fields or reviews of existing knowledge in the respective fields.
Exclude: The articles that did not satisfy the inclusion- and quality criteria
were excluded from further review and analysis.
Inclusion criteria:
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1. The study’s main concern is classification of pedestrians into various
classes like visual impaired, bicyclist, wheelchair user, etc.
2. The study describes a method of feature extraction that can be applied
to the problem of classifying pedestrians.
3. The study describes a method of classification that can be applied to
the problem of classifying pedestrians.
4. The study is a primary study representing empirical results.
5. The study is a review of the recent work in a field that covers work on
pedestrian classification into classes.
Quality criteria:
1. Is there a clear statement of the aim of the research?
2. Is the study put into context of other studies and research?
3. Are system or algorithmic design decisions justified?
4. Is the test data set reproducible?
5. Is the study algorithm reproducible?
6. Is the experimental procedure thoroughly explained and reproducible?
7. Is it clearly stated in the study which other algorithms the study’s
algorithm(s) have been compared with?
8. Are the performance metrics used in the study explained and justified?
9. Are the test results thoroughly analysed?
10. Does the test evidence support the findings presented?
C.2 Related research
C.2.1 Introduction to pedestrian detection
Detection of pedestrians in images and video is a much researched problem. Li
et al. [2012] conducted a review on vision-based pedestrian detection in intelli-
gent transportation systems. In their review the authors divided major work on
pedestrian detection into two groups. Microscopic pedestrian detection which fo-
cuses on detection of individual pedestrians and macroscopic pedestrian detection
which focuses on detecting groups of pedestrians. Detection on the macroscopic
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level is suitable when the number of pedestrians in the scene is so high that it
is difficult to separate the objects from each other and detect individuals. The
pedestrians may be standing so close together that they are blocking the field of
view of the camera. Detection on the microscopic level has been studied in detail
and a very large amount of literature has been published in this area [Li et al.,
2012].
Human motion analysis is also a very large and much researched field whose
methods are closely related to pedestrian detection. Poppe [2007] conducted a
review on marker-less vision-based human motion analysis. Poppe claim that the
popularity of the field of research stems from the large number of application
areas that can benefit from the research. These application areas include surveil-
lance, Human-Computer Interaction and automatic annotation. Earlier systems
for motion capture used markers that were attached to the subjects body. Today
vision-based systems are used to locate key points on the subjects body without
the need for special markers. This is a much more non-intrusive way of capturing
human motion. In human motion analysis one is interested in the configurations
of the subjects body parts over time. This is in contrast to human pose detec-
tion, human gesture detection and face recognition where the static non-temporal
configurations of the human body parts are of interest [Poppe, 2007].
Mitra and Acharya [2007] published a survey on gesture recognition. They de-
scribe gesture recognition as the recognition of meaningful expressions of motion
performed by a human, involving the hands, arms, face, head and/or body. The
methods used in this research area, like the methods used in human motion anal-
ysis, resembles the methods used for pedestrian detection. In the survey the
authors discuss applications involving hidden Markov models, particle filtering
and condensation, finite-state machines, optical flow, skin color and connectionist
models [Mitra and Acharya, 2007].
C.2.2 Computer vision
Detection of objects in images and video is a task that falls under the field of
computer vision. Forsynth and Ponce describe computer vision as an enterprise
that uses statistical methods to disentangle data using models constructed with
the aid of geometry, physics, and learning theory [Forsynth and Ponce, 2003].
One tries to duplicate the abilities of human vision by electronically perceiving
and understanding an image [Sonka et al., 2008], thus perceiving the world and
bring it from a sub-symbolic to a symbolic level.
Vision relies on a solid understanding of cameras and the physical process of image
formation to obtain simple inferences of pixel values. Further one can combine the
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information of multiple images like in stereo images or video. Subtract groups of
pixels to separate them from other shape information and recognize objects using
geometric information or probabilistic techniques [Forsynth and Ponce, 2003].
C.2.3 Human activity, action and gesture recognition
Human action, activity, motion and gesture recognition are fields of research that
are closely related to and partly overlapping each other. They are also closely
related to pedestrian detection, tracking and classification as they use many of
the same methods and techniques in order to achieve their goal.
Top-down and bottom-up are two regular approaches to human action recogni-
tion. Top-down approaches are based on using geometric body reconstruction
and bottom-up approaches are based on using low-level image features [Yam-
ato et al., 1992]. Thang et al. describe a technique for estimating 3-D human
body posture from a set of sequential stereo images. This technique utilizes both
a bottom-up and a top-down approach. This article has been included in the
review.
Human Action in Time-Sequential Images using Hidden Markov Model
Yamato et al. [1992] proposes a new human action recognition (HAR) method
based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). They describe various aspects of the
top-down and bottom-up approach and justifies why they have chosen a bottom-
up approach based on monocular images. They claim that HMMs has never been
used for HAR.
Yamato et al. has chosen to utilize low level image features in a bottom-up man-
ner in order to recognize human actions in time-sequential images. They describe
top-down approaches as little robust or reliable for real images. This is because
real images are to noisy for model fitting approaches. This would definitely be
a problem in an outdoor road crossing situation where lighting conditions and
weather introduce a lot of noise. Yamato et al. points out that model fitting
probably is not necessary and that low level features are more robust. The fea-
tures are on the other hand not very descriptive and previous studies have only
been able to count pedestrians and not classify human action. In order to de-
scribe human action without a high-level representation, the authors use Hidden
Markov Models. They claim to be the first to apply HMMs to the problem of
classifying human actions from time sequential images.
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The algorithm works by first extracting a feature vector for each image. This
is implemented by extracting a mesh feature from each image. By applying the
technique Vector Quantization each feature is mapped to a symbol in a codebook.
By doing this the feature vectors from the image sequence is converted into a
sequence of symbols. Each category of human motion has one HMM that is
optimized by training the model parameters of the sequence to fit the training
data. In order to recognize new actions, the HMM that best fits the observed
action is chosen and used to classify the action.
HMMs are robust to time scale variance and shift because the likelihood that an
observed sequence belongs to a specific category sequence is calculated by using
the entire pattern length.
The article met all quality criteria achieving a score of 10/10. Two experiments
were performed. In the first experiment three people performed six actions ten
times. Five of the sequences were used to train the classifier, and the other five
were used to test the classifier. The results from the first experiment showed
that the classifier were able to achieve an accuracy of 100 % for one of the
combinations but only 78.5 % for one of the other combinations. One thing
to notice is that the classification performance depends on the accuracy of the
training pattern and not only on the number of training patterns. In the second
experiment the training and test subjects were different. This makes the classifier
person independent and this is of course more identical to a practical classification
scheme where the test subject and the object performing the observed activity
is different. The results obtained in the second experiment showed a recognition
rate of 70.8 %. The authors claim that this rate can be further improved by
increasing the size of the training data by adding more patterns that are suitable
of robustly representing a category. They also note that the mesh feature were
used for simplicity and that other features could perform better as the mesh
feature is sensitive to position displacement [Yamato et al., 1992].
Estimation of 3-D human body posture via co-registration of 3-D hu-
man model and sequential stereo information
In this paper, Thang et al. [2011] presents a technique for estimating 3-D hu-
man body posture from a set of sequential stereo images. They start out with
describing traditional systems for human motion capture that consists of mul-
tiple special cameras that are arranged in a studio as only suitable for limited
applications. This is because the subject must wear markers that is complicated
and bothersome to deploy in a real-life scenario. By using a stereo-camera they
can acquire the depth information they need and work around the disadvantages
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of multi-camera deployment. Namely fixing the cameras for calibration, inflexi-
bility and hardware synchronization. In the paper they describe two categories
of algorithms for human pose estimation. These categories are model-based and
matching-based approaches. Model-based approaches predefines the human body
with a set of parameters related to the locations of body joints, the kinematic
rotational angles, and the sizes of body parts, then attempts to fit the model to
the observation. The matching-based approach stores a number of human pose
configurations in a database. These are used as observations that can be mapped
to a specific configuration.
Thang et al. utilizes a model-based approach for estimating 3-D human body
postures from stereo images. This means that they do not need a database
of human pose configurations. Further they combine both a bottom-up and a
top-down approach by first detecting the location of each body part and then
connect the different body parts in a predefined human model using ellipsoids.
Their algorithms also utilizes all 3-D information, cues from RGB images and
geodesic relationships among 3-D points for better detection of the body parts.
In order to construct the 3-D human body posture, the algorithm performs 4
steps. In the first step, the disparity between the stereo images are estimated.
This is further used to get the 3-D location of the observed subject. At this stage
the observed subject is represented by a cloud of points. To fit the 3-D model
to the 3-D data, co-registration is performed using an Expectation Maximization
algorithm. In the E-step each vertex in the observed subjects point cloud is
assigned to an ellipsoid. And in the M-step the ellipsoids are fitted to the points.
By repeating these two steps, the deviance between the model and observation
is minimized.
The authors evaluated their algorithm with both simulated and real data. In
the experiments with real data, test subjects performed some activities in front
of the stereo camera. The position of some distinct points such as hand, elbow
and so forth were hand labelled in the RGB images. The distance between the
estimated and real angles were calculated and an average error of 6-14 degrees
were found. This means an error between the estimated body model and the real
human pose of 0.04-0.06 m. The experiments were well documented and should
be possible to reproduce [Thang et al., 2011].
Human Activity Recognition Using Body Joint-Angle Features and
Hidden Markov Model
In this paper Uddin et al. [2011] presents a novel approach for human activity
recognition using the joint angles from a 3-D model of a human body acquired
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from a stereo-camera. The estimated joint-angle features are then mapped into
codewords to generate discrete symbols for a HMM of each activity .
Real-Time Classification of Dance Gestures from Skeleton Animation
Raptis et al. [2011] presents a real-time gesture classification system based on
the skeleton wireframe features collected from a Microsoft Kinect sensor. The
classifiers main components are the features collected from the skeleton model, a
cascaded correlation-based classifier for multivariate time series, and a distance
metric based on dynamic time warping. The system works by first being trained
by skilled dancers where their dance moves works as the blueprint for the gesture.
Then the trained blueprint is used to evaluate new gestures performed by the
observed subject.
The Kinect sensor provides a depth map that the skeleton tracking algorithm in
the Kinect platform uses to recognize 16 points in the human silhouette. These
points represents a skeleton model of the human with a cartesian 3-D coordi-
nate system positioned in the neck of the observed human and oriented in align-
ment with the sensor. Each point is marked as tracked or inferred depending
on whether the location of the point is known or estimated. Inferred points are
generally noisy. In order to represent the points in a suitable way and derive
some robust, stable, invariant, and unique features that don’t experience loss
in entropy, the points are used to represent the body as eight pairs of angles.
The 7 points that make up the torso rarely exhibit strong independent motion
and the authors therefore use principal component analysis to construct an 3-D
orthonormal basis. This basis, called the torso frame, is used to calculate the
angles of motion for the elbows, knees and head. The bone that connects these
”first-degree” points with the connecting ”second-degree” points (wrists and an-
kles) are then used as the zenith direction of a spherical coordinate system with
the origin in the ”second degree” point. The azimuth and inclination of each
point can then be extracted for each frame generating a collection of time-series
that describe an action.
These features are then used as input to a classifier that can match the gestures
in the training data to the observed gesture. The authors make the simplifying
assumption that all dance moves adheres to the beat of the music, thus allowing
them to ignore actual time. The input time-series are resampled so that the
number of skeleton observations fit with the beat making it invariant to the pace
of the beat. Under training a prototype mean and a oracle mean is generated
based on the training samples from skilled dancers and unskilled dancers. Then
they assemble a model that captures the in- and out-of-class correlation statistics.
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Normalized cross-correlation together with signal energy are used to match the
shapes.
The distance metric used for comparing new observations to cases in the training
data is dynamic time warping. This technique utilizes dynamic programming
to calculate the similarity between two time-series. This is used in order to say
something about how well the observed dancer performed compared to the oracle.
The system was tested against a large benchmark of 28 different gesture classes
with a total of 11361 recordings. The system was thoroughly tested and the
experiment setup has been thoroughly explained. The tests results can be difficult
to reproduce since it is difficult to be sure how the various dance steps should
be performed. Raptis et al. compare their method with two efficient baseline
methods for classification and retrieval of motion capture data and they explain
in the article which methods they have compared their system with. They have
also used 4-fold cross validation with a 70/30 split. Their best average result
when recognizing multiple classes in 8 beats were 96.9 % which is very promising
[Raptis et al., 2011].
C.2.4 Classification of pedestrians into various types
Some attempts to detect, track and classify objects in traffic scenes have been
identified in the literature review. Most of the work focuses on separating pedes-
trians from bicycles and vehicles. The following is a description of the identified
work.
The study of the detection of pedestrian and bicycle using image pro-
cessing
In this article Qui et al. [2003] presents an improved algorithm for corner feature
extraction, position matching using motion matching and traffic object classifi-
cation. This algorithm is utilized for detection and classification of pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicles in traffic scenes.
The system utilizes a video camera positioned straight above the road. Features
are extracted with a mechanism for corner detection that first detect the main
horizontal edges of the objects in the image and the corner points in the junctions
of these. Then the algorithm calculates the determinant for the edges to locate
the corners instead of using all the pixels. A grouper then segments each region
into an object based on the principle that the distance between two points on the
same object does not change along time. A motion matching algorithm detects
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the precise motion of the object and traffic objects can be identified by their
geometry distribution and velocity.
Qui et al. does not thoroughly explain their experiment setup, but does provide
some analysis of their results. They claim that as a whole, their measurement
results are similar to the manual count. They claim that illumination and lighting
conditions introduce errors to their system. The results are over- and under-
segmentation, false detection and miss-segmentation.
Using object classification to improve urban traffic monitoring system
In the article Bo and Heqin [2003] present an algorithm for classifying moving ob-
jects in real-world traffic scenes. They have defined two kinds of objects, namely
vehicles (motorcycle, car, bus, truck) and humans (pedestrian and bicycler). The
algorithm detects, tracks and classifies objects. This is done by using spatial and
temporal information extracted by region segmenting and tracking of the objects
that are further classified. By using computationally inexpensive classification
metrics the algorithm achieves real-time performance. This justifies their choice
of algorithm design decisions.
The authors have utilized a Kalman filter-based adaptive background model that
is updated in each frame. This process extracts motion information such as
intensity, shape, size and position. In the next step the motion image is tracked
over consecutive frames providing the tracking path of the object. The tracking
mechanism is based on a region-based tracking algorithm that uses the regions
subtracted from the motion segmentation. The authors claim that this approach
is less sensitive to occlusion and very suitable to scenes with static background
such as traffic scenes.
The object classification uses the simplification that there are only two kinds of
objects: humans and cars. In the first step the classifier uses the velocity of the
tracked objects to decide if the objects are vehicles. If the velocity is below a
threshold, then the width of the objects are calculated. The width is found by
first scaling each object by calibrating according to a depth scaling factor. The
tracked objects that are not classified as vehicles are put in a list of undefined
objects. The width information is used to further split this list into two new lists
containing unidentified big object and unidentified small object. In the third stage
area and compactness information is used to split the objects into vehicles and
humans. Small objects are divided using area and aspect ratio, and big objects
are divided using area and compactness. A standard line clustering algorithm is
used to split the two classes.
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Liu and Zhou does not thoroughly describe their experiment. They say that they
have tested their classification system on a 30 minute video with mixed traffic.
The traffic has been classified manually and by the classifier. The manual count
shows that there are 673 vehicles and 146 humans in the video. The classifier
is able to perform with a 95.4 % correctness for the vehicles and 91.1 % for
the humans. It can be difficult to reproduce the experiment without knowing
more about the layout of the traffic scene. They do not compare their classifier
with other existing classifiers. The study shows that it is possible to distinguish
between the two types of objects when the simplification that there in fact only
are humans and vehicles present is done. This of course is not correct in a traffic
scene that can contain a large variety of other objects like for example animals
or people in wheelchairs [Bo and Heqin, 2003].
A Framework of Spatio-Temporal Analysis for Video Surveillance
In this paper Chen et al. [2008] presents a video surveillance system that is
capable of detecting and classifying moving targets in real time. They have
successfully designed a temporal boosted classifier that handles person or group
of people, bicycle, motorcycle, vehicle and person with an umbrella. If an object
is classified as person, spatio temporal motion energies are used to figure out if
there is a group of people or only one person present. The system proposes a
novel method of introducing dynamic information into the AdaBoost framework.
The authors write that it is important to use features that are computationally
inexpensive and invariant to lightning conditions for a real-time classifier. The
features include the eccentricity of the bounding eclipse of the moving target.
The orientation of the major axis of the bounding ellipse. The peak position
of the normalized horizontal and vertical projection of the moving target. The
pixel percentage of the peak in the normalized horizontal and vertical projection.
The difference in pixel density within the moving target’s bounding box for two
consecutive frames. The difference between the first four eigenvalues for the
moving target in two consecutive frames.
The moving objects are tracked using a proposed tracking algorithm. Each class
is inferred using a weak learner and the boosted strong learner chooses the hy-
pothesis that maximizes the output value.
In order to detect crowds of people in the spatial domain, the classifier first
compute local self-similarities in a region of interest. This is done by comparing
the region of interest towards a template using a simple correlation measurement.
Since the value of the correlation measurement depends on the color consistency
between the template and the patches within an region of interest, the authors
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use a histogram equalization approach that maps the gray levels to a small range
of n levels.
Then the spatio temporal volume representation of the video sequence is anal-
ysed with orientation selective filters. By doing this a lot of information can be
extracted from the video. The motion energies for the candidate regions can be
used to classify between individuals and groups of people. The classifier uses
three criteria to determine what the candidate region contains. The first criteria
analyses the number of orientations that contain significant levels of energy. Then
the second criteria detects separations between high motion energy regions. The
third criterion detects complex energy patterns. After calculating these criteria,
the classifier decides if there are a group of people or not.
The experimental procedure is thoroughly described and the training process is
done with a lot of samples for each object category. The classifier is compared
to the original AdaBoost algorithm and the results are compared. The proposed
temporal boosted algorithm shows significantly better results than the original
boosted algorithm. The moving crowd detection system was tested on the PETS
2006 dataset which contains a high amount of people and crowds of people. The
overall classification rate on all data samples was computed to be 85.2 % [Chen
et al., 2008].
Pedestrian and Bicycle Detection and Tracking in Range Images
In this paper Yun et al. [2010] presents a real-time algorithm for detecting and
tracking bicyclists or pedestrians using a laser device. The authors start by
describing the traffic situation in china as complex and consisting of a mix of
pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles. They describe loop detectors and imaging
systems as little reliable due to the irregular movement of these objects and the
change in weather and lightning conditions. Loop detectors is an electromagnetic
communication or detection system which uses a moving magnet to induce an
electrical current in a nearby wire in order to detect a moving vehicle. Wu et al.
use a laser sensor for detection and use this sensor to create a height map that
maps the terrain. In order to detect objects from the terrain data, they combine
a multi-level thresholding method with an Iterative Self-organizing Data Analysis
Technique clustering algorithm (ISODATA). They justify the use of ISODATA
clustering before the use of K-means by saying that ISODATA allows the number
of clusters to be automatically adjusted during the iteration by merging similar
clusters and splitting clusters with large standard deviation. For object tracking
they use a Kalman filter that allows them to perform interpolation of the object
trajectory. The proposed algorithm uses the motion compensation error. The
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motion compensation between two paths that produces the smaller Mean Square
Error is chosen as the better prediction.
The authors have compared the use of single-threshold towards multi-threshold
showing that the multi-threshold methods perform better in recognizing objects.
They also show how the system is capable of tracking the detected objects and
extract their velocity and position. They show a detection rate of 98 % with a
precision of less than 0.2m. The classification accuracy between the bicycles and
pedestrians are greater than 90 %.
The authors did not put their study into a larger context. They did not describe
similar work in the field and did not thoroughly justify their algorithm design
decisions. Neither did they explain their experiment setup so it is impossible
to reproduce their results. The results were analysed, but it is hard to believe
in their results when they did not explain the setup they have chosen for their
experiments Yun et al. [2010].
Real-time Classification of Pedestrians and Cyclists for Intelligent Count-
ing of Non-Motorized Traffic
In this paper Belbachir et al. [2010] propose a real-time method for counting
pedestrians and bicyclists. They do this by classifying bulks of asynchronous
events generated upon scene activities by an event-based 3-D dynamic vision
system. The preliminary results on real-scenarios have shown that the system
can distinguish in real-time between riding cyclists, pedestrians, and walking
cyclists in more than 92 % of the cases using three criteria: length, width and
time. They are not able to distinguish umbrellas. The test set is very small and
an evaluation on a larger test-set should be performed. There were for example
only 13 walking cyclists in the study.
The authors start by stressing the importance of pedestrian and bicycle counts
as a key performance measure for evaluating pedestrian risk and the environment
for the pedestrians and cyclists. This performance measure can be used to trigger
design improvements to the infrastructure. The study is not thoroughly put into
the context of other studies and research on pedestrian counting systems. It does
however point to another study presented by Greene-Roesel et al. that compares
commercially available pedestrian counting systems Dio´genes et al. [2008].
Belbachir and Bra¨ndle has chosen a vision-based sensor system that captures
stereo-data which is transformed to a sparse depth map. The sparse depth map
shows information about the detected moving object but does not take into ac-
count the non-moving parts of the scene. The data is passed on to a clustering
mechanism that combines density-based and distance-based clustering to group
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together asynchronous events belonging to same moving object. The clustering
mechanism then separate the objects into classes like pedestrians and cyclists.
After the clusters have been built, various features can be extracted. The im-
plemented system uses length, width and passage duration as features. These
features are used by a decision tree classifier that separates between pedestrians
and bicyclists. The authors also investigated other features like object dimension
(length, width and height), temporal information (velocity, passage duration) and
density (number of events per object), but most of these were not implemented.
The system was tested thoroughly in a real world setting with a large number
of passing pedestrians and cyclists present. When separating on riding cyclists
and pedestrians their test results showed that they were able to classify riding
cyclists without any errors. The classifier had greater difficulties with separating
out running pedestrians and pedestrians with an umbrella. The authors point
out that one possible reason for the misclassification of the pedestrians with an
umbrella could be that the clustering algorithm could not recognize them as one
separate cluster. Another reason could be the low number of test examples for
this object [Belbachir et al., 2010].
People/vehicle classification by recurrent motion of skeleton features
In this study, Yogameena et al. [2012] proposes a novel object classification al-
gorithm that is capable of classifying pedestrians, groups of pedestrians and ve-
hicles. They note that some difficult challenges in developing a practical object
classification algorithm is to deal with shadow and scene dependent parameters
such as position, orientation, illumination, scale or visibility. Their algorithm
consists of six steps for motion segmentation, object tracking and object classifi-
cation. These are background subtraction, shadow removal by modelling Gabor
Responses on rough shadow pixels, motion correspondence, skeleton feature ex-
traction, computation of partitioned recurrent motion image of skeleton features
and object classification.
The steps are described in detail in the paper, and is summarised as follows:
Background subtraction is done by modelling the background with a Gaussian
mixture model and then detecting the foreground pixels from the background
model. Using a projection histogram approach, the foreground pixels are sep-
arated as object and rough shadow regions. Using a Gabor filter, the maximal
response for rough shadow pixels are extracted and further refined with Gaussian
shadow modelling. Now the shadow can be modelled precisely and removed using
Gabor responses.
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By using region correspondence, moving objects obtained from the detection
phase are tracked. Descriptors such as centroid, bounding box and size can be
subtracted from the blobs to achieve correspondence of the blobs between the
frames. Then, correspondence between regions in following frames are found by
finding the minimum cost and updating the status of each object over the frames
according to this cost criteria.
The authors propose an improved recurrent motion-based object classification
approach using star skeleton features. It is the repetitive change in the shape
of the objects that is the key to differentiate the various classes. In the areas
where motion occurs repetitively the pixels will have high recurrent value and in
the areas where motion occurs seldom the pixels will have low recurrent value.
To compensate for translation of the object, the object is aligned in subsequent
frames using its centroid. To compensate for scale, the object is scaled equally
in both horizontal and vertical directions relative to the first observation of the
object. The areas in the pictures that are changing are then determined by using
the recurrent motion values.
The moving objects are classified as ”single person”, ”group of people” or ”vehi-
cle” by extracting star skeleton features from the blob silhouettes and analysing
the proposed recurrent motion image on skeleton features. The recurrent motion
image is partitioned into two sections and the bottom one is subject to further
analysis. The classification mechanism operates under a set of defined rules. If
there are white blocks in the bottom section of a partitioned RMI, it is consid-
ered to be a human. If there is a large number of white blocks in the region, it is
classified as a group and the number of persons can be estimated. If no recurrent
motion is detected in the lower region of the star skeleton, the object is classified
as a vehicle.
The article has successfully met all quality criteria. The results of the experiments
performed using the proposed algorithm were good and the algorithm performed
with a 92.45 % accuracy on the first dataset, and 88.83 % on the second. The
number of target objects were quite small, but the experiments were thoroughly
described and able to reproduce [Yogameena et al., 2012].
C.2.5 Wheelchair detection
Some attempts to recognize wheelchairs in video has been made. Myles et al.
[2002] utilize Hough Transform and a color predicate algorithm for skin detection
in order to locate the wheels on the wheelchair and the face of the person sitting
in the wheelchair. Hough Transform is a method for feature extraction that can
find instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by performing voting
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in a parameter space. This method is able to find wheels by looking for circles
in images. The system only works under the assumption that the wheelchair is
vertically aligned with the camera and not in a too large degree rotated perpen-
dicular to the image plane as this will distort the shape of the wheel. The system
does not work when the wheelchair is facing directly towards or directly away
from the camera. The method will also only be robust on large wheels with a dis-
tinct shape. Many wheelchairs have large wheels with distinct holes between the
spokes of the wheel, while some electric wheelchairs have smaller wheels without
spokes. These are harder to detect with Hough Transform. After the face and
the wheels of the wheelchair has been found, the information is combined with
the calibration data to find the orientation and the position of the wheelchair.
In de Chaumont et al. [2004] try to overcome the difficulties of using the method
presented by Myles et al. by looking for various regions of a wheelchair. They use
the assumption that various parts of the wheelchair like the backseat, armrest,
legs, chest and head are vertically aligned to each other. Then they set bounding
colors for the various parts and look for different rays in the image that can match
with the colors. By using stereo vision they are able to extract the position of
the wheelchair.
Yang and Chung [2007] got inspiration from Myles et al. in 2007 when they
extended the idea of detecting the wheels of the wheelchair. Yang and Chung
improved the circle-ellipse geometry proposed by Philips [1997] to work in real
world circumstances. When a wheel or a circle is seen in perspective it is shaped
as an ellipse. Philips method can be used to find the 3D circle position and
orientation with only one single perspective image of the wheel. Their results
show that the method is able to find the wheels and calculate the position and
orientation of the wheelchair.
One method that has been successfully applied to pedestrian recognition is His-
togram of Oriented Gradients or HOG Hosotani et al. [2009] use this feature
extraction method to distinguish between pedestrians and people in wheelchairs.
First they detect the pedestrians and wheelchairs moving in the monitored area
by using Ubiquitous Stereo Vision (USV). USV is a system that is capable of
detecting individuals on the basis of range information from multiple stereo cam-
eras. It has previously been used in train stations and railway crossings. The
detected objects are masked out and the HOG features are calculated for the
image. Further supervised learning is performed by training a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) with a kernel function and using a non-linear decision that can
classify objects into pedestrian or wheelchair. The system was tested in a real
life scenario on the YOTEC2007 exhibition in Yokohama. The results showed a
77.57% correct recognition rate for wheelchairs and 83.67% correct recognition
rate for pedestrians.
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Another attempt to recognize the position and moving direction of wheelchairs
was done by Huang et al. [2010]. They used Cascaded Decision Tree (CDT)
to detect wheelchairs in single camera images. HOG and contrast histograms
(CCH) were used for feature description and many weak SVM classifiers where
combined with AdaBoost in a cascaded tree structure. The input image is down
sampled with Gaussian Pyramid and the image is scanned with a sliding window.
Background in the image is effectively discarded as negative image region by the
classifier and successively more complex AdaBoost classifiers create a cascade
that can detect the moving direction of the wheelchair. The method is robust
to partial occlusion and rigid geometric and photometric transformations and
experiments show detection rates as high as 92%. The detection rates can be
further improved by using tracking history information.
C.2.6 Bicycle detection
A lot of attempts at detecting bicycles in traffic settings have been made. Not
that many have been successful and even fewer works as good as they claim in
real world application.
Takahashi et al. [2010] utilize HOG and SVM with additional tracking of pedal
movements done by the person on the bicycle. The pedalling movement is de-
tected based on spatio-temporal Gabor filtering and functions as a very strong
clue for separating bicycles from other moving objects such as motorbikes. Soma-
sundaram et al. [2012] experimented with spatio-temporal information from ob-
ject velocity, location and difference of histogram of oriented gradients (DHOG)
in combination with covariance descriptors (DCOV) in a Naive Bayes setting.
They achieved a recognition performance of 93.88%. Yang et al. [2009] combined
low-level numeric features classified in an AdaBoost setting with middle-level
vector-descriptor features in an SVM setting. The low-level features were blob
aspect ratio, blob area and optical flow based velocity. The middle-level features
were shape context, active template and histogram of gradients. The classifier
ensembles were organized in a decision tree structure. Jung et al. [2012] try to
overcome the difficulties with the large variations in visual appearance of bicycles
seen from various view angles by training three classifiers based on Multiple-size
Cell HOG (MSC-HOG) with images of bicycles taken from three different view
angles and then applying these in a AdaBoost setting. The difference between
MSC-HOG and HOG is as the name suggests that the image is divided into cells
with variable cell size.
Jung et al. [2012] achieve a precision of around 90-96 % with their proposed
method. In their experiments they compared the standard detector of Dalal and
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Triggs with their own method. The experiments showed that Dalal and Triggs’s
detector had a processing time of 412 ms while their own used 136 ms. This is a
great improvement and is a large step closed to real-time application.
Cho et al. [2010] also utilize a combination of HOG and SVM with four classifiers
trained on images of front, back and side view of bicycles. They argue that
increasing the number of classifiers with additional views like 45◦ and 135◦ does
not increase the performance enough compared to the additional computation
cost associated with it. Cho et al. also utilize a cascade of weak classifiers in
a AdaBoost setting that was inspired by Zhu et al. improvement of Dalal and
Triggs’s classifier as discussed in section 3.4.2.
By applying Cho et al.’s proposed method and training four different HOG de-
tectors with images of bicycles seen from the front, back and side we have a
AdaBoost-based ensemble of binary classifiers that are capable of detecting bicy-
cles from different view angles. Cho et al.’s experiments show that their method
is not as precise as the other method, but has comparable precision at different
levels of recall and is a lot faster with speeds up to 30 times faster.
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